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Common terminology  
For the purposes of this report, some terminology frequently used is presented in the following table. 

Table 1: Common terminology used in this report  

Term used General interpretation 

‘Full utilisation’ or ‘Full 
use’ scenario 

A scenario where all the water that could be taken from a river system by 
the entitlement holders for a given level of development is taken (subject 
to limitations of operating rules and physical constraints) 

‘BDL’, ‘SDL’ or ‘WRP’ 
models 

Scenarios representing various levels of development as per Basin Plan 
requirements. In the WRP scenario, environmental water is ‘used’ (or not 
diverted for consumptive purposes).  

‘Interim WRP’ model WRP policy setting model which does not contain all known water recovery 
(for the environment) included in the model. Water recovery not included 
will be accounted externally by scaling the modelled permitted take down 
for the water recovered. 

‘BP model’ or ‘original 
BDL model’ or similar 

The model version used for the development of the Basin Plan, 
representing 2009 conditions 

Revised BDL model Updated BDL model prepared as outlined in DELWP (2017). 

WRP model The model that is the primary subject of this assessment, representing 
catchment conditions over the life of the WRP. WRP scenarios represent 
the conditions anticipated over the 10-year life of State Water Resource 
Plans (2019–29). 

‘REALM’ REALM stands for Resource Allocation Model and simulates harvesting and 
bulk distribution of water resources within a water supply system. 

‘Crop model’ or ‘PRIDE’ A tool used to generate the agricultural water demand for input to river 
models for relevant scenarios. 
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Abbreviations 
In this report, many abbreviations are used that are common to the contextual regulatory space and 

associated models and methods. These are listed in Table 2. 

Some further specific abbreviations are defined where they are used. 

Table 2: Common abbreviations used in this report  

Abbreviation used General interpretation 

BDL Baseline Diversion Limit 

CID Campaspe Irrigation District 

DELWP Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 

DSE Department of Sustainability and Environment (which preceded DELWP) 

EGM East Goulburn Main Channel 

GBCL Goulburn–Broken–Campaspe–Loddon 

GMW Goulburn–Murray Water 

GSM Goulburn Simulation Model 

HEW Held Environmental Water 

IVT Inter-Valley Trade 

LTCE Long-term Cap Equivalent 

LTDLE Long-term Diversion Limit Equivalent 

MDBA / MDB Murray–Darling Basin Authority / Murray–Darling Basin 

PEW Planned Environmental Water 

PS 3C Position Statement 3C 

SDL Sustainable Diversion Limit 

SDLAM Sustainable Diversion Limit Adjustment Mechanism 

TLM ‘The Living Murray’ Program 

WfR The ‘Water for Rivers’ Program 

WRP Water Resource Plan(s) 

WWC Waranga Western Channel 
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1 Summary 
Victoria submitted a revised BDL model and an interim WRP model to the MDBA as part of its Northern 

Victoria WRP package in April 2019.  

This report has been prepared to inform preparation of advice the Victorian Lead Assessor on the 

suitability of Victoria’s interim WRP model of the Goulburn–Broken–Campaspe–Loddon (GBCL) to 

estimate the BDL and determine permitted take, in accordance with the Basin Plan sections 10.10, 10.12 

and 10.49 – as outlined in documentation1 brought forward by DELWP.  

The key findings are as follows: 

• Re: Basin Plan 10.10; the model report(s) adequately set out the method for determining permitted 

take from regulated rivers for the Goulburn-Broken-Campaspe-Loddon. A number of issues and 

limitations have been identified but do not impede use of the model as a key part of the permitted 

take method; 

• Re: Basin Plan 10.12; the model accounts for the matters listed in 10.12 where relevant; 

• Re: Basin Plan 10.49; the model contains the best available information that could be used to 

develop the GBCL water resource plan, noting some discrepancies which MDBA and Victoria have 

jointly agreed to address in a future process. 

The reviewer(s) consider the interim WRP model, and associated revised BDL model, to be an 

improvement on the previous model(s) used by Victoria and the MDBA to support development of the 

Basin Plan. An assessment of the GBCL interim WRP model has been carried out against Position 

Statement 3C criteria. 

Victoria outline their derivation of the BDL and SDL in their documentation, as well as refinements made 

to the BDL model. The refinements are appropriate in supporting development of the interim WRP 

model which forms the basis for Victoria’s permitted take method. Victoria has demonstrated in its 

documentation accompanying the model that the permitted take method relates to the SDL over the 

historical climate sequence (1895–2009) as is required under 10.10(4). 

Victoria have proposed a permitted take method comprised of 2 parts, an ‘interim WRP model’ and 

annualised accounting components. The ‘interim WRP model’ consists of the updated BDL model 

augmented with known policy and rules changes since 2009, and some completed water recovery 

projects (equivalent to 18.5 GL/y). The outstanding (non-modelled) water recovery and SDL adjustments 

will be recognised in annualised accounting that Victoria has proposed – consistent with the approach 

MDBA has proposed for the Murray.  

The revised BDL model provides a slightly higher estimate of the BDL of 1,767.5 GL/y, a net increase of 

2.5 GL/y (0.1%) from the published Basin Plan estimate of 1,765 GL/y for the combined GBCL.  

 

 

1 DELWP (2018) & DELWP (2019) 
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The interim WRP model and associated annualised accounting complies with Basin Plan requirements as 

a ‘method for determining permitted take from regulated rivers’ in a water accounting period. Victoria 

has demonstrated that it has a well-established process for extending the model inputs and running the 

model each year as required by 10.10(2)2. 

To calculate permitted take each year from July 2020, Victoria will extend the model inputs, run the 

interim WRP model, and make the proposed deductions from the annual modelled diversion result. 

Issues to note 
Regarding model accuracy  

There has been no substantial recalibration of the model(s) since the original Cap model(s) development 

– with the exception of a recalibration of Campaspe diversions in 2011.  

Major changes3 to the model(s) since that time including re-configuration of losses, inclusion of carry-

over – and real-world changes to irrigator behaviour – will most certainly have reduced its predictive 

performance. This predictive uncertainty will carry into the annual permitted take results and operation 

of the compliance mechanism, the extent to which is difficult to quantify.  

However it is also worth noting that:  

• Long term, the model output is still consistent with BDL/SDL, but predictive uncertainty may result 

in over-prediction of allocation in any year – for example if LRWS is over predicted because policy 

representation of water allocation (or water user behaviour) may in practice may be more 

restrictive or different than what is in the model;  

• Model diversions are higher than actual diversions, suggesting significant credits may be generated 

post 2019. This offsets the risk of potential SDL compliance issues somewhat. This is not uncommon 

because a permitted take method should produce the take limit under BDL conditions specified in 

the Basin Plan, not reflect actual conditions.  

• Victoria have acknowledged the model predictions not matching with water allocations when 

operated post-2009, and have a view that this post millennium drought behaviour is not 

representative of the long-term user behaviour. 

The reviewer(s) note that these issues were explored further an independent review by Bewsher and 

Simpson (2019).  

Regarding operating the permitted take method going forward 

The annual accounting adjustments in the permitted take method4 are an interim measure to account 

for environmental water recovered that has not yet been included in the model. This approach is 

 

 

2 See Jacobs (2018) 
3 Full list in and DELWP (2019), replicated in Appendix B 
4 See DELWP (2019) 
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consistent with the approach adopted for models to be used for other WRP areas, until a fully reconciled 

WRP model is produced by 2024 (preferably in Source). 

A number of outstanding issues identified by MDBA have been noted that will require significant work 

to resolve. MDBA and Victoria have agreed that these will be addressed via a future model review 

process.  

Furthermore, because of incomplete representation of water recovery and use of environmental water, 

end-of-valley flows from the tributary models for the Murray cannot emulate flows under WRP 

conditions. Therefore, post-processing of modelled flows from tributary models will be required to 

represent end of system flows under WRP conditions. The method to achieve this will be developed in 

consultation with Victoria and NSW jointly, to ensure a consistent approach is taken for tributary valleys 

contributing to the Murray and Lower Darling system.  

The operational implications of the use of the permitted take method (specifically the annualised 

accounting), to ensure no double accounting occurs, have not been fully outlined and will require 

careful management. This is in part due to the uncertainty associated with outstanding Basin Plan 

commitments. 
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2 Overview 

2.1 This assessment report 
This report outlines a technical assessment, of State water resource planning models, carried out to 

demonstrate that a model is fit to be used as a method to determine permitted take (for any nominated 

form of take). Each analysis informs a response to the criteria outlined in the MDBA’s ‘Position 

Statement 3C: Method for determining take’. 

This assessment report represents the Basin Plan modelling team’s best advice on whether State models 

– brought forward to satisfy requirements of Water Resource Plans – and associated reporting, 

adequately complies with Basin Plan requirements. 

The information in this report can be used as a resource to inform the development of advice to the 

Minister on whether to accredit a Water Resource Plan submitted by a State for accreditation.  

2.2 Assessment context 
Water resource modelling is used by States to consider the effects of climate, resource availability, 

complex system operations, and other factors, when making water resource management decisions, 

such as setting diversion targets. Water resource models are also used by States to develop and 

administer their water sharing arrangements.  

In 1995 the Murray–Darling Basin (MDB) Ministerial Council agreed to cap water diversion from the 

Basin at 1993/94 levels. As part of the implementation of the ‘Cap’, numerous water resource models 

were developed to set Cap targets across the MDB. Many of these models were submitted for approval 

by the Authority under ‘Schedule E’ (previously Schedule F) of the Murray Darling Basin Agreement. 

Subsequently, versions of these models were also used to formulate estimates of take under the 

Baseline Diversion Limit (BDL) outlined in the Basin Plan. It stands to reason that these models, or new 

versions of them, will be used to inform the development of Water Resource Plans under the Basin Plan. 

Permitted take models 
Under the Basin Plan, States must prepare Water Resource Plans (WRPs) that cover each Sustainable 

Diversion Limit (SDL) Resource Unit. These plans need to set out the ‘method for determining the annual 

permitted take’ (Clause 10.10), and demonstrate that this method would meet the Sustainable Diversion 

Limit, if applied over a repeat of the historical climate conditions.  

Chapter 10 of the Basin Plan sets out requirements that a Water Resource Plan (WRP) must comply 

with, in order for it to be accredited or adopted under Division 2 of Part 2 of the Act. States must bring 

forward a ‘method’ to determine the maximum quantity of water permitted to be taken for 

consumptive use each year, which may include modelling.  

A WRP must be based on the best available information (section 10.49(1) of Basin Plan, MDBA 2012). It 

must also identify and describe the significant sources of information on which the WRP is based 

(section 10.49(2) of BP, MDBA 2012). 
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Victoria (DELWP) has configured the Goulburn Simulation Model (GSM) to be used as the modelling tool 

to determine some components of the permitted take for the Northern Victorian SDL Resource units: 

the Broken (SS5), Goulburn (SS6), Campaspe (SS7) and Loddon (SS8).  

Other model uses 
The scope of this assessment pertains primarily to informing the accreditation of a Water Resource Plan. 

For completeness, it should be recognised that the model will be used for other purposes beyond this 

scope. Other uses include Water Resource Plan development for inter-connected systems, policy 

development and review, scenario planning, research, river operations, and so on. 

Information in this assessment may be useful in informing those other processes where relevant, 

although that is not the primary intent. 

Notes about modelling terms 
When the term ‘modelling’ is used, this is often in reference to the various model ‘runs’ or ‘scenarios’ 

(referring to the same thing). Model runs – or scenarios – are a combination of computer software files 

that describe the system and assumptions about the system behaviour. The runs can be varied 

depending on the assumptions being applied. The basic files used in a model are the system file, 

demand file, and climate file.  

The terms ‘model’ and ‘models’ can often be used interchangeably to describe the system scenarios 

(models) between which are minor differences, but are in effect one ‘model’. 

Temporal periods in models 
Models can be calibrated or operated over a historical period different than specified by the Basin Plan 

(1895–2009) and is often desirable. So, by way of example, a model can be calibrated over 1991–2011 

but then a simulation can be ‘run’ over 1891–2017 or even a period outside the calibration such as 

2020–2029. For model runs longer than the Basin Plan period (e.g. 1891–2017), results can then be 

extracted for the Basin Plan period only. 

2.3 Regulatory approach 
The MDBA assesses States’ Water Resource Plans as they are brought forward for accreditation by the 

Minister. To inform this process, the models and their set-up for demonstrating compliance with Basin 

Plan provisions, are reviewed. This review underpins internal advice on the suitability of the models – in 

this case for the GSM – to be incorporated into its Water Resource Plan in accordance with the Basin 

Plan sections 10.10, 10.12 and 10.49. 

Position Statement 3C 
On 27 July 2015, the Water Resource Plan Steering Committee approved the MDBA’s policy approach, 

Position Statement (PS) 3C, to assessing whether models brought forward by States, to determine 

permitted or actual take, comply with the Basin Plan requirements. The position statement outlines a 
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list of criteria to explain the supporting evidence sought to evaluate whether a model brought forward 

by a State meets Basin Plan requirements. Position Statement 3C is published on the MDBA’s website. 5 

Position Statement 3C has not been endorsed by jurisdictions, and therefore is used as a guideline only, 

not as the basis of the assessment in its entirety. The position statements guides the assessment against 

Basin Plan requirements, for contribution to advice on Ministerial accreditation of Water Sharing Plans. 

Regulatory approach policy 
Consistent with the MDBA's obligations under Section 58 of the Water Act, the MDBA exercises its 

monitoring and compliance functions and powers consistently with, and in a manner that gives effect to, 

the water resource plans. Additionally, the MDBA will do so in accordance with a number of principles 

published on its website1 (as at 29 August 2017).  

A key principle in that policy, with respect to this assessment, is the ‘adoption of a risk-based approach 

to water resource plan compliance’. This principle states that the MDBA ‘will apply greater scrutiny to 

some obligations than others, depending on the likelihood and consequence of the risks to Basin Plan 

outcomes or risks identified in a particular water resource plan area’. Under a risk-based approach, we 

will also seek to verify that obligations with the most significant implications for outcomes in a water 

resource plan area have been fulfilled more rigorously than obligations with less implications for 

outcomes. 

Position Statement 3C assessments will be interpreted in accordance with this regulatory approach, 

meaning assessment rigour will be proportional to the risks.  

The Basin Plan itself does not specify any formal auditing or accreditation process. However, 10.49 and 

10.50 of the Basin Plan specify requirements to which a Water Resource Plan should meet. These 

requirements are: 

• A water resource plan must be based on the best available information.  

• The water resource plan must identify and describe the significant sources of information on which 

the water resources plan is based.  

• A water resource plan must identify any significant method, model or tool that has been used to 

develop the water resource plan. 

The MDBA expects that the WRP’s (for surface water) will be consistent with the above requirements 

and states will use models which are contemporary, quality assured and fit-for-purpose in this regard.  

 

 

5https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/water-resource-plans-what-they-are-how-

they-are-developed 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/water-resource-plans-what-they-are-how-they-are-developed
https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/water-resource-plans-what-they-are-how-they-are-developed
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2.4 Process and materials 
Prior to commencing this assessment the DELWP provided a number of documents, and model files 

used to inform the reports, to the BP modelling team. Some further material was sourced from previous 

review processes including accreditation for Cap, for purposes of building a complete history of model 

development. Some of the documentation forms part of Victoria’s WRP submitted for accreditation.  

The documentation and model materials were first reviewed on an ‘assist’ phase basis (i.e. preliminary) 

and the MDBA consolidated a response. Some informal assistance was also ongoing during this process 

in the form of phone discussions to answer questions and clarify issues. 

The Basin Plan modelling team ran the models to verify the model results reported by the State. Some 

interrogation of the model files was carried out where an understanding of specific changes was 

required, typically by comparisons of old files with new ones to understand the changes made. 

Otherwise the review against the assessment criteria is primarily informed by the documentation 

available, including the technical information outlined in this report. 

The key questions considered when carrying out the review were aligned with the purpose of model: to 

act as a permitted take method for the State Water Resource Plan. The questions are: 

• Does the model result, when applied over the historical period (1895–2009) demonstrate the 

relationship to the SDL? 

• Can the model be operated as a permitted take method from 2020? 

• Is the model consistent with the other provisions of the WRP, as per Basin Plan 10.12? 

The assessment centred on providing a response to the materials using the key criteria of PS 3C, which 

goes to forming a view on whether Basin Plan requirements have been met.  

In the case of the GSM preliminary assessment the following broad questions were considered: 

• What changes have been made to the model (compared to the Basin Plan BDL model)?  

o Are these changes justified? i.e. are they an improved representation of the BDL?  

o What impact do these changes have on model results, in particular the BDL and SDL?  

o Have recommendations from previous model audits been implemented? 

• Are model input data based on best available data and methods?  

o If any changes have been made to input data since the previous model audit, have these 

changes been explained and justified and do they represent improvements to the model?  

• Has there been any (re)calibration of the model, since previous model audit?  

o If so, have calibration results been provided? Has the (re)calibration improved the model?  

o If not, is the previous calibration still valid, given any changes to the model?  

The full list of considerations and the response to the criteria are presented in Appendix K. 

Analyses supporting this assessment 
A suite of technical work informed this assessment through production of a numerical and graphical 

analyses and ‘sanity checks’. These checks seek to validate: 
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• Model system structure and representation of legislation and/or operating rules; 

• Water balances for the system and/or parts of the system being represented by the model; 

• Input datasets, such as inflows, which are critical to the model computation, and quantify how they 

have changed; 

• Model calibration with actual data, and validation to assess predictive performance, typically done 

for hydrological inputs, major storages, and irrigation diversions; 

• Comparisons of river flows at key points, such as the end-of-system, where relevant to the BDL/SDL 

and or ability to operate as a method for determining permitted take. 

The assessment also considered, with respect to how the model operates, whether it can operate as a 

method for permitted take each year (retrospectively) from water year beginning July 2019 – as 

required by Basin Plan 10.10(2). This includes the ability to update and/or alter the method as required 

for future Basin Plan purposes. 

Model files 
Victoria has submitted all the model files used for the revised BDL model as well as a new WRP model, 

as follows: 

• Revised BDL version of the GSM model (0935 – run: 11:46:36 16/04/19), received 18/04/2019 

• Interim WRP version of the GSM model (L934 – run: 10:07:01 18/04/19), received 18/04/2019 

The full details of the files provided are listed in 0. As well as the model system files, Victoria submitted 

REALM 6.34 (2000), which is the software used to run the model and produce model outputs. The 

reviewer(s) have re-run the models, using the supplied files, to verify that the results are re-producible, 

which was the case. 

For the purpose of the review, the revised BDL model is sometimes referred to as ‘0935’, and the 

interim WRP model is referred to as ‘L934’ (as per DELWP 2019). This is actually reference to the 

scenario file names for the respective model runs. 

Documentation considered 
The primary documentation used to inform this assessment include: 

• DELWP (2019) Hydrologic Models for Basin Plan Compliance in the Northern Victoria Resource Plan 

Area – Baseline and Sustainable Diversion Limits, and Permitted Take Method – Draft. Department 

of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, March 2019.  

• DELWP (2018) Verification of Entitlements in the GSM Baseline Diversion Limit Model, Draft Report, 

version 3, Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, May 2018. 

• Jacobs (2017) Goulburn Simulation Model Annual Update of Inputs 2017, Jacobs Group Pty Limited, 

August 2017. 

• Jacobs (2018) Goulburn Simulation Model Annual Update of Inputs 2018, Jacobs Group Pty Limited, 

October 2018. 

• Manandhar U. and Seker M. (2016) Role of Consistent and Transparent Water Accounting Modelling 

for Sustainable Water Resource Management, Joint 56th New Zealand Hydrological Society, 37th 
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Australian Hydrology and Water Resources Symposium and 7th IPENZ Rivers Group Conference, 

Queenstown, New Zealand, 28 November – 2 December 2016. 

Some WRP associated documentation also contains information regarding the modelling, and its link to 

the permitted take method. These documents include: 

• Victoria’s North and Murray Water Resource Plan – Comprehensive Report 

• Victoria’s North and Murray Index Table 

The reviewer(s) also considered reports pertaining to previous versions of the model, and model history 

development, as referenced in Appendix A. In considering the adequacy of the model to meet criteria in 

Position Statement 3C, the suite of documentation outlining the model history becomes a key factor. 

This is because significant information about the model’s development is contained in this 

documentation.  

2.5 Assessment and key findings 
The assessment of the interim WRP model for the GBCL against the ‘position statement 3C’ assessment 

criteria, as discussed above, is detailed in Appendix K. This follows preliminary assessment process 

carried out in consultation with Victoria, where MDBA provided comments/questions to Victoria, who 

provided response accompanied with some model or documentation improvements – see Appendix J. 

The assessment draws on the materials provided by Victoria, the submitted WRP, and the model 

analyses carried out by the reviewer(s) – summarized in the various Appendices of this report.  

The assessment finding can be used to inform advice to the lead assessor of the northern Victorian WRP, 

to be used in preparation of advice regarding accreditation of the WRP.  

Regarding the assessment findings, it is the opinion of the reviewer(s) that: 

• Re: Basin Plan 10.10; the model report(s) adequately set out the method for determining permitted 

take from regulated rivers for the GBCL.  

• Re: Basin Plan 10.12; the model accounts for the matters listed in 10.12 where relevant.  

• Re: Basin Plan 10:49; the model contains the best available information that could be used to 

develop the GBCL water resource plan. 

A number of key issues have been highlighted as the result of the review. Most notably, there has been 

no substantial recalibration of the model(s) since the original Cap model(s) development – except for a 

recalibration of Campaspe diversions in 2011. Major changes6 to the model(s) since that time (including 

re-configuration of losses, and inclusion of carry-over) – and real-world changes to irrigator behaviour – 

will likely reduced the models predictive performance. This predictive uncertainty will carry into the 

annual permitted take results and operation of the compliance mechanism, the extent to which is 

difficult to quantify.  

 

 

6 Full list in and DELWP (2019), replicated in Appendix B 
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The model is considered to be reasonable to estimate Cap level of diversions which has been the basis 

for BDL limit for the system. However, since 1993/94 (i.e. development conditions for the Cap) known 

changes have occurred in terms of crops grown, water policy changes and user behavior. Since only 

some of these changes are reflected in the model, the modelled diversion behavior for recent years is 

not consistent with actual diversions. Since the purpose of the model is to compute limits to water that 

could have been taken under the Cap conditions, the model is fit for purpose for determination of this 

limit. However, the model may not be fit for use for assessing policy which requires assessments relative 

to recent water user’s behavior and crop mixes. 

Over the long-term (1895–2009), the model output is consistent with the BDL/SDL, but predictive 

uncertainty may result in over-prediction of allocation in any year – e.g. if LRWS is over predicted 

because policy representation of water allocation (or water user behaviour) may in practice may be 

more restrictive or different than what is ‘in the model’. The model validation analysis (Appendix H) 

indicates model diversions are somewhat higher than actual diversions, suggesting significant credits 

may be generated post 2019. This offsets the risk of potential SDL compliance issues somewhat. This is 

not uncommon because a permitted take method should produce the take limit, not reflect actual 

conditions. Victoria have acknowledged the poor model performance when operated post-2009 and 

have argued that this isolated period is not representative of long-term user behaviour.  

Some other issues have been identified that MDBA and Victoria have reached agreement on needing to 

be addressed in a future model review process. These include: 

• Victoria lowered the utilisation of ‘Water for Rivers’ entitlements to a level similar to irrigators, 

which MDBA identified as a policy discrepancy. To address this in the interim, Victoria has inserted 

text (at MDBA’s request) into the explanatory material column of the WRP index table (p.13) to 

acknowledge the proposed review; 

• Legacy exchange rate IVT7 figures sourced from GMW did not agree with the MDBA Cap Register 

and should be reconciled (Victoria use 101 GL, but MDBA figure is 110 GL); 

• The interim WRP model does not reflect current irrigator behaviour and does not reflect observed 

diversions or allocation post June 2009. The poor predictive behaviour of the model post June 2009 

requires further investigation if it is to be used to inform policy or management decisions dependent 

on current system settings. 

List of improvements for future consideration 
As the result of this review, a number of potential model improvements have been identified. These are 

primarily driven by the fact that the model was last calibrated to represent 93/94 conditions. Therefore 

the model’s predictive performance for current level of development and policy settings has likely 

deteriorated, given significant changes to the valley since that time. Potential improvements identified 

throughout the course of this assessment were: 

 

 

7 Legacy exchange rate trade refers to traded water shares that were cancelled in their source 
valley, and re-issued in the valley of use – in this case, the Murray – prior to 30 June 2009 
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• Moving to a daily time step model, to improve estimation and harmonisation of end of system flows 

(as recommended by Bewsher 2006) given that the Murray is also a daily model. This is also needed 

as these rivers have number of events which are of few day duration and capacity to use or 

reregulate for these short period hydrographs may be smaller than what a monthly time step may 

show. It is noted that Victoria has committed to the transition of Source and are actively working on 

this improvement. 

• Validation or re-calibration of demands to ensure they represent the most current irrigator 

behaviour, and demonstrate that the model retains good predictive performance for BDL/current 

conditions. 

• Validation of losses to ensure the internal water balance of the WWC remands valid. 

• Validation of drain flows to ensure they represent BDL/current conditions and related processes. 

• Refine ‘desired carryover’ to ensure it reflects BDL/current consumptive user behaviour. 

• End-of-system flows are consistently lower than actuals. 

• Loddon low flows are over-estimated, particularly through drier years (2002–2009), suggesting 

potential systematic issue. 

• Loddon high flows are significantly underestimated, and implications for Murray should be 

considered. 

Some of these issues pertain more broadly to the model, rather than its predictive performance as a 

method for permitted take because the output is river diversions, not farm gate diversions.  

The reviewer(s) note that the majority of these issues would likely be resolved by moving to the new 

Source model as per Victoria’s plan (DELWP 2018a). This issue will be raised in the 2-year model review. 

Reviewer(s) comments 
In carrying out the review, the reviewer(s) find no outstanding risk, issue or substantive reason why the 

method proposed by Victoria cannot operate as a method for permitted take. 

In course of the review, a number of minor issues and concerns have been identified which are listed 

here merely for noting: 

• Future uncertainty has been a key theme encountered, and raised by Victoria, and has significantly 

influenced development of the BDL model and the interim WRP model. This issue, and the issue of 

assumptions in modelling, should be raised as a discussion point in future reviews; 

• There exists an apparent unwillingness to make ‘reasonable’ assumptions on significant matters that 

will affect model results, particularly operational or policy matters, e.g. Super-pipe operation, 

environmental water use, water recovery and shared apportionment, SDLAM etc.; 

• Scaling has been used as a tool to account for reduction in consumptive use due to water recovery 

and use of this water by the environment. In view of evolving learnings through adaptive 

management for use of environmental water, how to include it in the models is still being worked 

through. Therefore, scaling approach provides a pragmatic way to account for reduction in 

consumptive use due to water recovery; 

• Application of the method for permitted take, via scaling, will require careful management when 

scaling is applied, because the process is external to the model, so model results will not adjust 

accordingly; 
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• Confidence in the GSM REALM is due to the substantial historical documentation and independent 

reviews associated with its development. DELWP have indicated they will deliver a Source model 

post-2020 – which has been in development for a number of years. Victoria should be encouraged 

to bring Source model documentation as soon as possible – to acquire feedback from the MDBA as 

an informal quality assurance process – to ensure it can meet the same or improved documentation 

standard as the GSM REALM.   
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3 System representation 
The Northern Victoria water resource plan area includes the Goulburn (SS6), Broken (SS5), Campaspe 

(SS7) and Loddon (SS8) surface water SDL resource units. The Northern Victorian valleys – Goulburn-

Broken, Campaspe and Loddon River systems – are modelled together in the monthly ‘Goulburn 

Simulation Model’ (GSM), because they are hydrologically linked.  

The first version of the REALM model was developed for the Victorian Bulk Entitlement conversions. 

Operating rules and demands were set at 90/91 levels and later updated to 93/94 levels to be consistent 

with the Cap definition. This model was the starting point for the 2005 re-calibration to 1993/94 level of 

development (DSE, 2005). The Cap applied to diversions from rivers, which includes supplies to demand 

centers, as well as delivery losses, evaporation and seepage from off-stream storages. 

The model has been developed in “REALM” software, and runs on a monthly time-step.  

Victoria used a previous version of the same model to calculate annual diversion targets (Cap targets). In 

a similar manner, Victoria now proposes to use the ‘interim WRP model’ to calculate annual diversion 

targets under the Basin Plan as part of WRP operation.  

This following section of the report focuses on changes to the model, since the original BDL model that 

informed the Basin Plan (#8718), with specific focus on the GSM system structure and water sharing 

rules. 

3.1 System overview 
The model simulates valley water inflow, capture, distribution and losses to urban and irrigation 

demand centers, as well as end-of-valley flow to the Murray. Water is allocated in the irrigation systems 

on a monthly basis. The announced seasonal allocation allows districts to consume a defined volume of 

water over the current season, which runs from August to May. 

Reservoirs are configured through reservoir nodes, which can explicitly model maximum capacity and 

dead storage, evaporation and reservoir inflows. Two different types of demand nodes are available, 

one for urban demands and the other for rural or irrigation demands. The nodes are connected via 

carriers (or arcs) which represent rivers or channels that deliver water.  

Water inflows into reservoirs is allocated against entitlements configured via demand nodes and 

accounting arcs (i.e. accounting functions embedded in the model). REALM delivers the water according 

to the operation rules of the system, configured within the model’s nodes and connectors.  

 

 

8 ‘#871’ refers to the MDBA database reference for the model run number, whereas Victoria refers to this model 
run as ‘D898’. In this report, where possible, both references are given.  
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An overview schematic of the GSM BDL model is presented in Figure 1, outlining all the major features 

of the Northern Victorian water resource plan area. The interim WRP model has some minor differences 

in structure, as per Victoria’s model report, that emulate water recoveries.  

Diversion from the river is the key output when the interim WRP model operates as the permitted take 

method. The vast majority of diversions from the river occur at Goulburn Weir.  

3.2 Infrastructure and management rules 

Storage and Weirs 
The largest storage is Lake Eildon on the Goulburn River with a capacity of 3,334 GL and an average 

inflow of about 1,450 GL/year. The main diversion point on the Goulburn River is at Goulburn Weir 

where water is diverted to the irrigation areas to the north-east (via the East Goulburn Main) and west 

to Waranga Basin, a 432 GL off-stream transfer storage. Water from Waranga Basin flows down the 

WWC to extensive irrigation areas in the lower Goulburn, Campaspe and Loddon Valleys. These supplies 

are supplemented by water from Lake Eppalock, a 305 GL storage in the Campaspe valley, and the Cairn 

Curran (148 GL) and Tullaroop (74 GL) storages in the Loddon valley. The main water use in these areas 

is irrigation for dairying and horticulture. 

The Waranga Western Channel continues on from the Loddon River catchment through to the Wimmera 

region, although in the interim WRP model supply to the Wimmera for irrigation purposes has ceased as 

the result of the Wimmera-Mallee Pipeline.  

Lake Eppalock’s historical role was primarily supply of water for irrigation in the central section of the 

Campaspe valley, though decommissioning of the Campaspe Irrigation District (CID) will have affected 

this. It also provides supplements to Bendigo via direct pumping and to Goulburn irrigation areas in the 

lower Campaspe and Loddon valleys via supplements (inflows) to the WWC. Lake Nillahcootie (40 GL) on 

the Broken river supplies most of the irrigation requirements in the Broken valley.  

The Malmsbury (18 GL), Lauriston (20 GL) and Upper Coliban (37 GL) storages on the Coliban River, 

upstream of Lake Eppalock, supply the Coliban system. This comprises the large Bendigo urban area as 

well as irrigated land and small towns in the surrounding area. The model also simulates numerous small 

storages and service basins in the Coliban system ranging in size from 0.13 to 2.6 GL. 
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Figure 1: Overview schematic of the GSM BDL model (adapted from Jacobs 2018) 
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Table 3: Major storages in the revised GSM BDL model 

Valley Major water storages Capacity (GL) Inflow (GL/y) 

Goulburn Lake Eildon 3,334 1,456 

 Goulburn Weir 25 1,379* 

 Waranga Basin (transfer storage) 432 4.5 

Broken Lake Nillahcootie 40 59 

Loddon Cairn Curran Reservoir 148 114 

 Tullaroop Reservoir 74 54 

Campaspe Lake Eppalock 304 191 

*Local catchment inflows downstream of Lake Eildon 

 

Constraints 
The original BDL model includes constraints on the releases from Eildon in order to avoid flooding of 

areas around Trawool and Seymour. The release constraints were:  

• The sum of the release and inflows between Eildon and Seymour cannot exceed 365 GL/Month 

(based on 12,000 ML/d) 

• If there are releases for power generation or pre-releases, then the sum of the release and inflows 

between Eildon and Trawool cannot exceed 547 GL/month (18,000 ML/d). 

In the revised BDL model, constraints at locations downstream of Eildon were altered, based on advice 

from Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW). The constraints in the revised BDL model have been changed to: 

• 10,000 ML/d downstream of Molesworth, down from 12,000 ML/d 

• 8,500 ML/d at Shepparton (inclusive of inflows between Goulburn Weir and Shepparton), down 

from 9,500. 

The change in constraints is unlikely to have limited or no impact on the annual permitted take 

calculation, because the total river diversion in any month is typically (~4000 ML/d) well below 9,500 

ML/d – which is the Molesworth constraint minus McCoys minimum flow requirement 350–400 ML/d. 

Peak diversions are typically between 8,000–9,000 ML/d, so the Molesworth constraint would need to 

be below that before impacts are seen. 

Minimum flow requirements and planned environmental water 
The revised BDL model includes a large number of minimum or passing flow rules that contribute to the 

environmental flow regime of the system. These rules are reflective of the rules described in the Bulk 

Entitlements and are summarised in Appendix G. 

A small change has been made in the revised BDL model (compared to the original BDL model) for the 

Loddon River between Loddon and Kerang weirs to include river losses. This change has been described 

in DEWLP 2018a and is considered an improvement to the model. 
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Note: Only minimum flows for the Broken River (in the Bulk Entitlement (Broken system – Goulburn-

Murray Water) Conversion Order 2004) have been identified by the reviewer(s) as planned 

environmental water under section 10.09(1) of the Basin Plan by Victoria.  

3.2.1 Consumptive water use 

Entitlements 
DELWP’s report on Verification of Entitlements in the GSM Baseline Diversion Model (2018) documents 

in detail the regulated entitlements that existed at 30 June 2009, for the Goulburn, Broken, Campaspe 

and Loddon valleys. The sources of documentation include the Victorian water register, bulk 

entitlements, and information provided directly by Water Authorities. The report also describes how the 

entitlements are represented in the revised BDL model and documents the differences between the 

original BDL model and the revised BDL model.  

The majority of the changes are simple adjustments to entitlement volumes to match those 

documented at 30 June 2009. A number of additional changes that have been described in the report 

include:  

• Explicit inclusion of urban channel demands supplied from the Western Waranga Channel 

• Inclusion of tagged trade 

• Updates to exchange rate trade volumes 

• Representation of water shares not tied to land 

• Updates to water recovery figures for TLM and Water for Rivers; and 

• Inclusion of Central Goulburn 1-4 water savings project. 

Environmental entitlement and exchange rate trade volumes as used in the original and revised BDL 

models have been summarised in Appendix F.  

The reviewer(s) recognise that a major effort has gone into ensuring that the BDL model represents the 

entitlements as at June 2009 correctly, and considers the above changes as model improvements.  

Carryover 
In 2007 Victoria introduced carryover rules, which were regularly revised in the years after their initial 

introduction. The original BDL model did not represent the carryover rules (for consumptive users) in 

place in 2009.  

Some ability to model carryover was introduced in REALM in version 6.28 (DELWP, 2013). This 

functionality allows to model either limited carryover or spillable water accounts for the demand 

centers. However, this REALM software functionality does not facilitate modelling of carryover for all 

account types. Therefore, a Generalised Carryover and Accounting Module has been developed, which 

allows for accurate representation of all existing account types and carryover provisions (Manandhar 

and Seker, 2016).  

The revised BDL model includes 50% limited carryover as per 30 June 2009 conditions, implemented 

using the REALM functionality for demand centers. The Generalised Accounting and Carryover Modules 
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has been applied to develop new or updated accounts for environmental water and IVT. These accounts 

are more transparent and consistent than the accounts used in the original BDL model, and allow for 

accurate representation of the account rules.  

The implementation of carryover and generalised accounts for environmental water and IVT in the 

revised model is an improvement to the original BDL model.  

Water Resource Assessment 
In addition to the inclusion of carryover, a number of other changes were made to the resource 

assessment in the revised BDL model:  

• The original BDL model included a representation of the communal reserve policy. This has been 

taken out of the revised BDL model, as Victoria claim this policy was not in place at 30 June 2009. 

• The seasonal determination calculations were updated to represent the method outlined in the Bulk 

Entitlement.  

• The seasonal determination policy for the Goulburn was updated to reflect the simulated losses in 

the BDL scenario. 

The reviewer(s) consider that changes to the seasonal determination calculations are model 

improvements. 

Trade 
Information on trade in the revised BDL model is provided in DELWP (2018) and summarised here.  

Exchange rate trade: The original BDL model contained a total of 111 GL HRWS of exchange rate trade 

from the Goulburn and Campaspe to the Murray. Victoria report that back-trade between 2007 and 30 

June 2009 resulted in a decrease in this volume to 102 GL (101 GL from Goulburn, 1 GL from Campaspe), 

which has been used in the revised BDL model (Appendix F). 

The reviewer(s) could not verify that the 101 GL back-trade from Goulburn was a valid change (other 

than on advice that Victoria received this info from G-MW). It is advised that this be investigated as part 

of the 2-year model review process. 

Tagged trade: Tagged trade to the Murray was not modelled in the original BDL model, as the water 

shares were based on June 2007 figures, and this was prior to the introduction of tagged trade. From 

information in the Victorian Water Register, there was a net tagged trade of 22 GL HRWS and 4GL LRWS 

from the Goulburn to the Murray and Lower Broken Creek at 30 June 2009. Use of traded Goulburn 

entitlements is included in the Goulburn BDL. 

Allocation trade: Allocation trade is not included in the BDL model due to its complexity. In future, it 

may be incorporated in the Source model using a market based mechanism. This does not affect the 

BDLs. 
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Different representation of trade in the Goulburn and Murray River systems may cause a minor 

inconsistency in both the BDL estimate for the Goulburn and Murray and requires to be addressed as 

part of the future model harmonisation process.9 

HEW and IVT Accounting 
The original BDL model includes a number of accounts that keep track of environmental flow 

entitlements, as listed in Appendix F: 

• Goulburn GE account, which tracks the use of water from the Living Murray (TLM) entitlements.  

• Goulburn IVT account, which included water from the Snowy Environmental Water Reserve (water 

recovered by Water for Rivers), as well as Goulburn and Campaspe Inter-Valley Trade.  

• Campaspe CE account, which tracks the use of water from the TLM entitlements. 

• Loddon LE account, which tracks the use of 2 GL of Low Reliability (Sales) water. 

• Loddon Wetland account, which tracks the use of 2 GL of High Reliability water for Boort Wetlands. 

In the revised BDL model the accounts have been changed making use of the generalised accounting 

module. This facilitates more accurate modelling of various rules that apply to different accounts. For 

example the TLM accounts have been replaced by 2 separate accounts for extended water use 

entitlements and other TLM entitlements. Also, the Snowy reserve and IVT are now accounted for 

separately. The revised model has the following account for modelling environmental water and IVT: 

• GTLME – Goulburn TLM account for entitlements with extended use  

• GTLML – Goulburn TLM account for other TLM entitlement 

• GSNWS – Goulburn Snowy Water Reserve account (Water for rivers recovery) 

• GIVTE – Goulburn IVT account – includes Campaspe IVT entitlements 

• CTLME – Campaspe TLM account for entitlements with extended use 

• CTLML – Campaspe account for other TLM entitlement 

• CIVTE – Campaspe IVT account 

• LTLME – Loddon extended use account  

• LODDON WL – Boort wetlands account 

These changes are improvements to the model, as the different rules that apply for the various accounts 

have been more accurately represented.  

3.2.2 Environmental water use 
The use of TLM, Water for Rivers and IVT is modelled using a monthly pattern, ordering a percentage of 

the total water available in the (current and carryover) accounts for the respective entitlements. The 

patterns used in the original and revised BDL models and interim WRP model, are provided in Table 4, 

Table 5 and Table 6.  

 

 

9 See https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/sustainable-diversion-limit-sdl-accounting-
improvement-strategy 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/sustainable-diversion-limit-sdl-accounting-improvement-strategy
https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/sustainable-diversion-limit-sdl-accounting-improvement-strategy
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Table 4: Monthly patterns (of %) used in orginal BDL model to model use of TLM, Water for Rivers and IVT 

Account Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Goulburn TLM 50 0 0 100 0 0 0 25 40 55.6 0 0 

Campaspe TLM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 50 100 0 0 

Loddon Sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 50 100 0 0 

Snowy Reserve* 33 50 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 26 

IVT* 33 50 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 26 
* Snowy Reserve and IVT were modelled with one account 

 

Table 5: Monthly patterns used in revised BDL model to model use of TLM, Water for Rivers and IVT 

Account Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Goulburn TLM 50 0 0 55 0 0 0 25 40 55.6 0 0 

Campaspe TLM 50 0 0 100 0 0 0 25 40 55.6 0 0 

Loddon Sales 50 0 0 100 0 0 0 25 40 55.6 0 0 

Snowy Reserve 33 50 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 26 

IVT 33 50 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 26 

 

Table 6: Monthly patterns used in interim WRP model to model use of TLM, Water for Rivers and IVT 

Account Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Goulburn TLM** 50 0 0 100 0 0 0 25 40 55.6 0 0 

Campaspe TLM 50 0 0 100 0 0 0 25 40 55.6 0 0 

Loddon Sales 50 0 0 100 0 0 0 25 40 55.6 0 0 

Snowy Reserve 33 50 95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 26 

IVT 33 50 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 26 

** GTLME and GTLML, April percentage is 100 and 97 respectively 

 

The changes made to the use patterns represent a change from modelling full use of allocation to use 

equivalent to the LTDLE (see Appendix F). Further clarification of the Snowy reserve is required. The 

reviewer does not support change to Snowy Reserve use as this differs from both the agreed policy and 

historical use data. Furthermore, minor changes to environmental water use patterns in the Goulburn 

(GTLML, GSNWS and GIVTE) in the interim WRP have not been explicitly reported. It is not clear why 

further changes would applied to the WRP scenario (possibly to match use to BDL levels, as reported for 

revised BDL model changes). Regardless, the changes do not have a significant impact on results (see 

Appendix F). 

For IVT accounting, then numbers reported through WAM and Section 71 report 105,875 GL, announced 

declaration of 104.9 (note this rounds down the zone 1a to South Australia by 0.9), thus equivalent to 

(section 71) reported data. Updated value of 100.1 GL. Supporting evidence is requested to confirm this 

change.  
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3.3 Input Data 
The model requires the following (monthly) input data: 

• Monthly inflows to storages and tributary flows at key locations;  

• Monthly rainfall and evaporation data at each storage; and 

• Monthly demands for each demand center. 

These inputs are available from January 1891. The development of historical input data has been 

described in a number of reports and was summarised by Bewsher (2006). A streamlined process for the 

annual extension of model inputs has been in place since 1999 for the purpose of assessing compliance 

with the MDB. These updates have been carried out by SKM (1999–2014) and Jacobs (2014–2018). With 

each annual update a model report is provided that describes the methodologies employed in detail. 

The updates always include extension of data by one year, as well as an update of data for April and 

May of the previous year. Sometimes, it also includes retrospective corrections or improvements to the 

historical data (e.g. for error corrections, availability of new data or methods and retrospective changes 

to rating tables and BOM rainfall data).  

The audit of the Cap model in 2006 included a review of the methods used to derive and update the 

model inputs. The auditor’s findings (Bewsher, 2006) were: 

• No specific concerns or possible irregularities with the data extension and gap filling procedures 

used to generate streamflow and climatic data have emerged during the current audit. 

• It would appear that the input data has been progressively updated and refined since the REALM 

model was first built in 1990.  

No changes have been made to inputs the model requires (except for the addition of Lake Nillahcootie 

rainfall data). Data sources and methods used for gap filling or disaggregation are documented in detail, 

as well as the procedure used to derive inflow data. Also, any changes to the methods to extent inputs, 

or update previous data are described and justified in the annual update reports. MDBA was provided 

with reports of the update of inputs in 2017 and 2018 (Jacobs, 2017, 2018). The revised BDL and WRP 

scenarios have been run with the inputs from the last update (2018).  

Climate and streamflow inputs 
Jacobs (2018) provides detailed information on the data and methods used to update and extend inflow 

and climate inputs used in the GSM and PRIDE models.  

In 2016/2017, a review was undertaken of stream flow gauge data and rating tables used for 

development of the input data. The purpose of this task was to ensure that all rating table changes 

through time had been applied correctly and that the most up to date and accurate streamflow 

information was being utilised (Jacobs, 2018). This work has resulted in retrospective streamflow 

updates from 1993 onwards. These retrospective updates have been incorporated in the current GSM 

input data.  
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Given a rigorous and well documented process has been used to extend and improve model inputs 

every year, and any changes to the process are well explained and justified, the reviewer has no concern 

that the best available data and processes would not have been used.  

Demand data 
Irrigation and urban (unrestricted) demands are estimates outside the GSM model, and are provided as 

monthly input time series to the GSM model. A number of procedures are used to estimate the 

demands (see also Appendix D):  

• use of the PRIDE (Program for Irrigation Demands) model 

• regression relationships 

• fixed monthly demands repeating on an annual basis 

The PRIDE model is used to generate the major irrigation demands. The PRIDE model uses daily 

evaporation and rainfall data to estimate soil moisture deficits and converts these deficits into water 

requirements for each demand center using crop factors, crop areas and a number of parameters 

describing irrigation practices applying to that demand center. 

Urban demands are generally estimated from regression equations that use evaporation, rainfall and 

temperature data. Some of the smaller urban and rural demands are constant from year to year, with 

fixed monthly patterns (Bewsher, 2006). 

The monthly demand time series, as developed with methods described above, are used as monthly 

inputs to the GSM model and represent unrestricted demands. Water supply in the model may be 

reduced due to water shortages or supply capacity constraints. 

The irrigation demand inputs to the original and revised BDL model are scaled in order to match the 

modelled diversions with BDL diversions, as determined by adjustments to the Cap for water recoveries 

under TLM and WFR. This scaling is needed to match the re-calculated BDL, as a range of policies post 

Cap and changes in Victorian water users’ behaviour appears to be leading to lower use of allocated 

water. This behaviour may not be enduring and this scaling tests compliance for annual permitted take 

based on agreed Cap adjusted for water recoveries, rather than any additional reduction in use due to 

user behaviour or policies post Basin Plan.  

The general processes to develop demands has not changed since the development and audit of the cap 

model. Neither has there been a recalibration of the PRIDE model - crop areas used are still the same as 

was used for the Cap model (1993/94 level of development). The reviewer(s) is concerned that changes 

to the BDL model, in particular the changes to the irrigation losses, with subsequent scaling of demands, 

may invalidate the calibration. 

The reviewer(s) supports the use of the same rationale for setting of initial condition for BDL and WRP 

model scenarios for consistency.  

Changes to losses and demands 
In order to be able to model water savings from Irrigation Modernisation Projects, the representation of 

losses in the irrigation districts has been changed in the revised BDL model. The losses have been 
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implemented consistent with the Water Saving Protocol that describes the method to be used to 

estimate these water savings (DSE, 2012). The losses are separated in different loss categories that can 

be further separated into fixed (independent of flow) and variable (dependent on flow) loss 

components. The model now includes explicit loss equations for the various fixed and variable loss 

categories. No details have been provided describing the specific parameters used in the GSM model or 

the way in which the parameters were calibrated.  

Subsequently, the unrestricted demand inputs to the model have been adjusted, so that diversions from 

the rivers match the BDL, as calculated by making adjustments to the Cap for water recovery and trade.  

The reviewer(s) have concerns that these changes contribute to increased uncertainty of the model(s) 

predictive performance. This uncertainty is difficult to quantify. 

Table 7: GSM demand input scaling for BDL and interim WRP model scenarios 

Demand Center Unrestricted Demand (GL/y) Restricted Demand (GL/y) 
 

#871/D898 #0935 L934 #871/D898 #0935 L934 

RODNEY 336 537 556 277 283 279 

TONGALA 204 326 338 161 179 173 

ROCH E 77 123 128 62 75 75 

ROCH W 206 329 341 167 195 196 

TANDARA 141 226 233 115 139 138 

BOORT 141 227 234 120 116 121 

DEAKIN 20 32 33 19 24 25 

DINGEE 32 52 53 32 47 51 

SHEP.2 43 69 71 40 43 43 

SHEP.8 170 273 282 159 175 174 

M VALLEY 41 41 41 38 39 40 

Sum 1,410 2,235 2,309 1,191 1,316 1,314 

% increase 
 

59% 64% 
 

11% 10% 

Initial storage data 
The original BDL model was run from 1891 to 2009, even though annual average results have been 

reported for the 1895–2009 period, to be used for estimating the BDL. The run period before 1895 used 

to be referred to as a ‘warm-up’ period. This meant that different scenarios would start from different 

storage volumes for the 1895–2009 reporting period.  

The revised BDL and WRP models provided by DELWP were run form 1891–2017 and a warm-up period 

was used by starting the model run from July 1891. The initial storage volumes are based on the median 

storage volume of a previous model run, and are consistently used for all current model scenarios.   
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4 Comparison of model results 
This section of the report presents a brief comparison between the State model, used to prepare the 

Basin Plan, and the WRP model.  

The purpose of this comparison is to consider the structure of the model, and any changes, and inform 

the assessment of whether the structure is reasonable and consistent with the Basin Plan. It is expected 

that any major changes to the model, since a previous version, should be accompanied with an 

explanation about why the change has occurred. This comparison goes to informing the assessment of 

PS 3C ‘model structure’ criteria primarily, but also impacts on all other criteria indirectly. 

This section also includes a comparison of model outputs, specifically flows and a water balance. These 

are standard tools for investigating whether there are errors in the model, and are indicative of the 

predictive capacity of the model. This goes to informing the ‘prediction’ criteria. 

4.1 Model differences 
Victoria’s submitted 2 models, derived by updating the initial BDL model used for the Basin Plan (‘Run 

D898 & Sys File GoulD898.sys). The full suite of changes to the model are listed in the model report 

(DELWP 2019). The model(s) – in reference to all the scenarios – has undergone significant refinement 

since the preparation of the original Basin Plan BDL model. 

Differences between BDL models 
Changes between the original Basin Plan BDL model and the revised BDL model are outlined in Appendix 

B, with some review commentary on the changes. The key changes with potential to alter diversions are: 

• Implementation of carryover with new accounting structure, and 2009 carryover arrangements 

• Update to entitlements to reflect 2009 conditions 

• Changes to a number of operational rules and constraints 

• Adjustments made to reflect district losses in line with Water Savings Protocol (DSE, 2012) 

The improvements allow for better representation of BDL conditions and capacity to explicitly represent 

the Basin Plan water recovery efforts through recovery of losses.  

A key purpose of this model is to produce the diversion limit, therefore a significant feature of the 

model is scaling of demands to achieve use consistent with those permitted under the BDL. In this case, 

the demands have been scaled (up) to match the pre-determined estimate of the BDL resulting from 

water recovery projects that transitioned the MDB Cap to the Basin Plan BDL.  

Victoria has provided a breakdown of the accounting associated with these estimates for the ‘Water for 

Rivers’ and ‘The Living Murray’ programs, to produce the revised BDL. The calculations are generally 

consistent with the technical report that informed Basin Plan BDL development (MDBA 2011). Further 

discussion is provided in Appendix A. 

Advice on the BDL model, based on a preliminary assessment of the model, was previously provided in 

Dec 2018 to the WRP lead assessor (Internal MDBA ref: D18/57729) – refer to advice for details on the 
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BDL model. That assessment identified a number of outstanding issues that were raised with Victoria, 

which Victoria have now mostly addressed (Internal MDBA ref: D19/22746 – see Appendix J) primarily 

through improvements in their documentation. At that time, Victoria had yet to decide between 2 

options for the method for determining permitted take (or ‘WRP model’). 

Comparisons between outputs of the BDL models, including a suite of plots comparing the modelled 

diversions of the original BDL model (#871/D898) and the revised BDL model (#0935), is presented in 

Appendix D. This allow for a quick visual comparison which shows that the results between the 2 BDL 

models are similar. 

Changes proposed by Victoria to the BDL level conditions are reasonable and reflect best available 

information about the system and its operations and rules. 

Differences between BDL and WRP model 
The primary purpose of the model is to act as the permitted take method required by Basin Plan 10.10. 

Victoria have proposed a permitted take method comprised of 2 parts, an ‘interim WRP model’ and 

annualised accounting components. The ‘interim WRP model’ consists of the updated BDL model 

augmented with known policy and rules changes since 2009, and some completed water recovery 

projects (equivalent to 18.5 GL/y – see Appendix C for details). The outstanding (non-modelled) water 

recovery and SDL adjustments will be recognised in annualised accounting that Victoria has proposed – 

consistent with the approach MDBA has proposed for the Murray. 

The interim WRP model and associated annualised accounting complies with Basin Plan requirements as 

a ‘method for determining permitted take from the regulated rivers’ in a water accounting period. 

Victoria has demonstrated that it has a well-established process for extending the model inputs and 

running the model each year as required by 10.10(2) (see Jacobs, 2018). 

To calculate permitted take each year from July 2020, Victoria will extend the model inputs, run the 

interim WRP model, and make the proposed deductions from the annual modelled diversion result. This 

process has been detailed in Victoria’s model report (DELWP, 2019) 

4.2 Valley-wide water balance comparison 
A summary water balance of GSM model results is provided in Table 8, which highlights the results from 

the model outputs. Importantly, the results produced by the model match those reported by Victoria in 

the model report.  

The water balance check is a useful tool because it: 

• verifies that the model is conserving water and that there are no unaccounted ‘sinks’ or ‘sources’;  

• allows the relative magnitude of all the various water inputs and outputs to be quantified. This is a 

particularly useful in understanding water management process within the valley. 

A more detailed breakdown of the water balance is provided in 0. Note that some rounding has 

occurred in summarising the results. 
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Generally, the majority of updates and changes to the model have has little impact on diversions and 

the water balance overall. The primary drivers of changes to the valley-wide water balance are scaling of 

diversions to the new pre-determined BDL, and reduced diversions as the result of water recovery 

projects. These results verify the reporting by Victoria in their model report, and that that no 

unexpected results are occurring. 

Table 8: GBCL System wide water balance summary 

Water balance element Original BDL 
model 
(#871/D898) 

Revised BDL 
model 
(0935) 

Difference 
– D898 to 
0935 

Interim WRP 
model 
(L934) 

Difference 
– 0935 to 
L934 

Goulburn-Broken 

Inflows 3383.6 3379.6 -4.0 3379.6 0.0 

Broken Diversions 13.2 13.2 0.1 13.2 0.0 

Goulburn Diversions 1551.6 1552.7 1.0 1551.2 -1.4 

River diversions 1564.8 1565.9 1.1 1564.5 -1.4 

River losses1 150.0 154.7 4.7 156.7 2.0 

Outflows 1667.7 1658.02 -9.8 1657.4 -0.6 

Campaspe 

Inflows 289.7 282.0 -7.7 282.0 0.0 

River diversions 110.9 115.8 5.0 107.7 -8.1 

River losses1 24.8 20.0 -4.8 20.4 0.3 

Outflows 154.0 146.0 -7.9 153.9 7.8 

Loddon 

Inflows 255.4 256.3 1.0 256.3 0.0 

Consumptive diversions 88.6 85.8 -2.8 76.4 -9.3 

Boort wetlands diversion 2.2 2.1 0.0 2.1 0.0 

River diversions 90.7 87.9 -2.8 78.5 -9.4 

River losses1 35.3 35.6 0.3 36.2 0.6 

Outflows3 129.3 132.7 3.5 144.8 12.1 
1 Losses include change in storage 
2 Tagged trade is delivered to the Murray, but given it is part of the Goulburn BDL it has been included in the 
diversions figure, and subtracted from outflows 
3 Outflows include flood breakouts upstream of Appin South.  

Goulburn-Broken 
For the Goulburn-Broken system, differences in diversions are very minor between all versions.  

There have been changes to BDL modelled inflows and losses, resulting in a decrease in modelled 

outflows. These outflows do not include the tagged trade, which is included as a diversion in the water 

balance. However, this water is delivered to the Murray and would actually increase total outflow by 

22 GL/y.  
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Campaspe 
In the Campaspe, the differences to the water balance from model changes are also relatively minor. 

Reduced inflows coupled with higher diversions have driven a reduction in outflows. The detailed water 

balance (0) shows that diversions by private diverters and Coliban decreased, while the irrigation district 

diversions and supplements to the WWC increased. These relative changes are the combined result of 

the changes made to the model, which included changes to the supplements, as well as to the Coliban 

demands. When demands are scaled to achieve total diversion that match the BDL, only irrigation 

demand are scaled. Private diverter and Coliban demands are not scaled. Hence, supply is tipped toward 

the demand center with higher demands. River losses increase slightly as the result of extra water in the 

river. 

In the interim WRP model, the effect of water recovery projects (CID decommissioning) is seen with a 

reduction in diversions and related increase in outflows. 

Loddon 
Differences between model scenarios in the Loddon is also relatively minor. Slight increase in diversions 

as the result of scaling changes, coupled with a slight decrease in inflows, produces slightly lower 

outflows. 

In the interim WRP model, the effects of water recovery projects (extra savings from the Wimmera 

Mallee pipeline) is seen with a reduction in diversions, and associated increase in outflows. A new 

carrier arc at the end of the Loddon calls water as per the entitlement conditions (effectively an 

environmental demand). This includes extra flow contributed by the WWC into the Loddon to meet end-

of-system flow of ~3 GL/y. Also, the East Loddon Waterworks demand node has been relocated as an 

offtake from WWC, to reflect that it is now supplied by licence from the Goulburn. 

Overall diversions are lower by 9.5 GL/y and outflows are 12 GL/y higher. River losses increase slightly as 

the result of more water in the river. 

4.3 Allocation and carryover 
Two comparison plots of modelled (for BDL 0935 and interim WRP L934) and actual allocations and 

carryover were prepared to assess the model’s predictive performance. This analysis is relevant with 

respect to the annual operation of the method of permitted take, and the potential for variability in the 

annual estimates. The plots are provided in Appendix H. 

The modelled and actual allocation show good agreement from 1997 thorough to 2010 generally. Post 

2010, following the late year floods, the model predicts high allocation against low reliability 

entitlement for 4 years. Actual allocation over these years was zero.  

This issue was raised with Victoria who acknowledged the issue, and included some text in the model 

report (DELWP, 2019) to highlight the issue and provide some further context. In short, Victoria note 

that the period was one of ‘transition user behaviour’, following 13 years of drought broken by a major 

flood and changes to Victoria’s allocation framework. 
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The modelled and actual carryover plots also reflect these discrepancies over the same period. The 

interim WRP model shows an improved agreement between actual and modelled in the most recent 

years, compared to the revised BDL model. However the predictive performance overall is still poor. 

There is an outstanding risk that the discrepancy will result in higher variability in the difference 

between annual actual and permitted take values (than historically experienced under Cap). 

Victoria have indicated in their assumed planning assumptions (DELWP 2019 – Appendix A) that the 

‘desired carryover’ relationship was left at zero in the revised BDL model, and was set to a ‘hypothetical’ 

parameter value in the interim WRP model. In future, this parameter should be informed by best 

available data, or otherwise, a better predictive relationship for carryover overall. 

4.4 Diversions summary 
The comparison of long term average simulated diversions at important sites for the models is shown in 

the table below (Table 9). These comparisons are for 114 years period from July, 1895 to June, 2009. 

DELWP (2018) provides more details of the areas supplied by each off-take site. 

The irrigation district loss calculations were changed in the revised BDL model, in order to implement 

the methods from the water savings protocol. As a result, total loss in the irrigation districts has been 

significantly reduced.  

Water balances for the 2 irrigation systems show that modelled loss reduced by 16 GL/y in the system 

supplied by the East Goulburn Main Channel (EGM) and by 39 GL/y in the system supplied by the 

Waranga Western Channel (WWC), which represents a total loss reduction of 55.8 GL/y.  

This has been offset by increased supplies to the demand centers; supplies increased by 18 GL/y in both 

the EGM system and WWC system (i.e. 36 GL/y in total). In the WWC system, the total inflows 

decreased by 21 GL/y compared to the original BDL model. This is a result of the modelling of tagged 

trade (23 GL/y) in the revised BDL model. 
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Table 9: Water balance for the East Goulburn Main and Waranga Western Channel systems 

Water balance element Original BDL 
model 
(#871/D898) 

Revised 
BDL model 
(0935) 

Change Interim 
WRP model 
(L934) 

Change 

EGM system 

Offtakes from Goulburn Weir 
(Total inflow) 

293.3 295.2 1.9 293.9 -1.3 

Supply to demand centers and 
Murray 

233.1 251.2 18.1 250.3 -0.9 

District Losses 60.2 44.0 -16.2 43.6 -0.4 

Total use and loss 293.3 295.2 1.9 293.9 -1.3 

Unaccounted difference 0.0 0.0 
 

0.0  

WWC system 

Offtakes from Goulburn Weir 1212.1 1,182.2 -29.9 1,183.9 1.6 

Campaspe and Loddon 
Supplements 

78.6 86.4 7.8 75.3 -11.1 

Other inflows* 9.2 9.5 0.3 9.5 0.0 

Total inflows to WWC system 1299.8 1,278.2 -21.6 1,268.7 -9.5 

Water savings (outflow)**    3.2 3.2 

Supply to demand centers 922.4 941.0 18.6 929.6 -11.3 

District Losses 376.3 337.0 -39.3 335.8 -1.2 

Total use and loss 1298.7 1,278.0 -20.7 1,265.4 -12.5 

* Local inflows to Waranga Basin and Loddon supply to Serpentine 
** WWC outflow resulting from WM pipeline savings  

 

Statistics comparing interim WRP modelled diversions to recorded diversions for the Goulburn-Broken, 

Campaspe and Loddon systems for the period from 2000 to 2017 are presented in Table 10. 

Annual Goulburn-Broken and Loddon diversions to 2006 are typically below that estimated by the 

model, except in Campaspe where there is close agreement. From 2006 onwards, modelled diversions 

are typically higher than actual, reflecting lower actual water usage since the millennium drought. Post-

2009, the predicted and actual diversions diverge, with predicted much higher than actual. This reflects 

the extended impact of drought on irrigator behaviour, and the water recovery effort which is not 

included in the model. See Appendix H for plotted annual diversions from the interim WRP model. 
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Table 10: Statistical comparison of interim WRP modelled and recorded diversions (2000–2017) 

Statistic Goulburn-Broken Campaspe Loddon 

 Monthly Annual Monthly Annual Monthly Annual 

Mean Observed (GL) 88.7 1064.3 3.7 44.1 3.1 36.8 

Mean Modelled (GL) 104.8 1257.6 5.9 70.6 3.2 38.2 

Bias% 18.2% 18.2% 60.2% 60.2% 3.7% 3.7% 

R2 0.26 0.23 0.24 0.18 0.10 0.18 

NSE  -0.29 -0.23 -0.50 -1.10 -1.13 -0.35 

Standard Error  72.6% 34.9% 157.3% 71.9% 166.5% 95.2% 

RSR 1.14 1.11 1.23 1.45 1.46 1.16 

 

4.5 Flows 
A comparison between modelled monthly flow from the interim WRP model and actual flows was 

carried out. This was done to see whether flows are accurately represented, and to examine effects of 

flows through to the Murray. Graphs and statistical results are presented in Appendix H. 

Three key sites were chosen to examine in detail. These are: 

• Goulburn River downstream McCoys Bridge – which is near end of system for the Goulburn, and a 

key compliance point for minimum flows; 

• Loddon River at Appin South – also near end of system for the Loddon  

• Campaspe River at Rochester – just downstream of the WWC syphon, and near end of system 

The sites are downstream of all major diversions, effectively representing flow through to the Murray 

for purposes of analysis. 

It is important to note that, as a limit model, emulating action conditions is not the aim of the interim 

WRP model. Therefore there will be anticipated differences between model results and actual data. 

Modelled river flows at the end of system will be lower, due to higher than actual diversions of in the 

interim WRP model scenario. Also, water recovery over the post-2008 period, will have progressively 

increased river flows over time with environmental water delivery (which is not yet represented in the 

model), which presents another point of difference. 

Generally, modelled high flow peaks are well reflected temporally, but under-estimate the volume 

passing in those events across all valleys. This is reflected in both the hydrograph visually and mean 

monthly flows. Some of this effect will be due to higher modelled than actual diversions.  

Up to 2009 the model slightly overestimates end of system flows in all valleys, while from 2009 onwards 

the model strongly under-predicts the flows. Under-prediction from 2009–2017 is also seen for the flow 

at Rochester. This is due to the fact that the WRP model does not include all Basin Plan water recovery. 

Also, actual utilisation may have been less than the (effective) permitted take.  

Mean monthly modelled flows are on average across the system, are 12 GL/m lower than actuals.  
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Goulburn flows account for the bulk of the difference, indicating higher diversions are the primary 

reasons for the difference across the system. However typically it is peak flows that are under-

estimated, and lower flows are a closer match (or even slightly over-estimated). Tagged trade accounted 

for as a diversion in the Goulburn – but which in reality, passes out of the system – is not impacting 

modelled flow at this point because they are diverted further down the (model) system. 

In the Loddon, poor performance is seen in predicting higher flow events in 2010 and 2016, an issue that 

has persisted since the Cap model was original built (see Appendix A). Typically, the flows are half the 

actual. This accounts for the bulk of the mean annual difference. Also, exceedance of lower flows is far 

too high, indicating lower flows are being significantly over-estimated (typically through dryer periods 

i.e. 2002–2010). No further investigation was done to examine why this is, but will be noted for future 

improvement. 

Campaspe flows are generally being under-estimated post 2011, with average modelled flows about 

2 GL/m lower than actuals. This is probably due to the higher diversions, though this has not been 

confirmed with detailed analysis. 

Statistics comparing revised BDL model results and recorded end-of-systems flows at McCoys Bridge 

(Goulburn), Rochester (Campaspe) and Appin South (Loddon) for the period from 2000 to 2017 are 

presented in Table 11. The results are typically very similar to revised BDL model results, and hence the 

same explanations apply as discussed above, primarily that: 

• Higher diversions associated with the ‘limit’ model scenario drive flows lower 

• Water recovery is not represented in the model which increases actual streamflow (enhancing the 

gap between modelled and actual). 

Table 11: Statistical comparison of interim WRP model flows to recorded flows (2000–2017) 

Statistic Goulburn @  
McCoys Bridge 

Campaspe @ 
Rochester 

Loddon @ 
Appin South 

 Monthly Annual Monthly Annual Monthly Annual 

Mean Observed (GL) 70.1 841.1 5.3 63.7 4.3 52.0 

Mean Modelled (GL) 61.4 736.2 3.3 39.1 3.0 36.5 

Bias% -12.5% -12.5% -38.6% -38.6% -29.9% -29.9% 

R2 0.85 0.93 0.82 0.95 0.86 0.98 

NSE  0.81 0.83 0.72 0.73 0.68 0.75 

Standard Error  70.5% 39.3% 181.0% 89.4% 268.1% 117.7% 

RSR 0.44 0.41 0.53 0.52 0.57 0.50 

 

4.6 Storage 
A comparison between modelled monthly storage volume from the interim WRP model and actual 

flows, was carried out, and plots produced which are provided in Appendix H. Storage volumes are a 

good indicator of water balance performance across the system. The major storages were chosen as 
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indicators to assess whether releases, to supply demands, minimum flow rules and environmental use, 

compare appropriately with recorded values. Recorded data for Cairn Curran was not immediately 

available, so was not compared. 

The resulting plots for Eildon and Eppalock show good agreement in the temporal rise and fall of the 

storage volume, indicating that inflows and outflows match well. Typically, outflows are slightly higher 

than actuals, typical of the impact of the limit scenario. Outflows begin to exceed actuals post 2009, 

consistent with the impact of water recovery.  

Statistics comparing revised BDL modelled and recorded storage volumes for Lake Eildon (Goulburn), 

Lake Eppalock (Campaspe) and Tullaroop Reservoir (Loddon) for the period from 1990 to 2017 are 

detailed in Table 12. 

Table 12: Statistics of comparison of interim WRP modelled and recorded storage volumes (2000–2017) 

Statistic Lake Eildon Lake Eppalock Tullaroop Reservoir 

 Monthly Annual Monthly Annual Monthly Annual 

Mean Observed (GL) 1523.5 1323.2 120.2 106.2 29.6 25.3 

Mean Modelled (GL) 1410.1 1230.8 112.0 97.9 20.9 16.6 

Bias% -7.4% -7.0% -6.9% -7.8% -29.4% -34.5% 

R2 0.88 0.90 0.95 0.94 0.81 0.84 

NSE  0.86 0.86 0.94 0.93 0.71 0.62 

Standard Error  22.5% 17.0% 22.1% 15.1% 46.4% 36.8% 

RSR 0.37 0.38 0.25 0.27 0.54 0.62 
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5 Basin Plan compliance 
This final section of the assessment examines compliance with Basin Plan, specifically s10.10. The key 

requirements in view are that the method must demonstrate how it relates to the SDL, account for 

10.12 matters, and be capable of producing a permitted take estimate.  

Revised BDL estimate 
The purpose of the BDL model is to produce the long-term BDL and retain the ‘level of development’ 

data that underpinned the BDL estimate.  

The process of determination of the revised BDL estimate is set well in Victoria’s model report, and is 

consistent with the ‘level of development’ conditions laid out in the MDBA’s BDL estimate (MDBA, 

2011). Comparison of total regulated river diversion estimates is presented in Table 13. The Basin Plan 

(Schedule 3) published estimate of the BDL level of regulated river diversions rounded the original BDL 

model (#871/D898) results to the nearest integer. The change to overall diversions between the Basin 

Plan BDL model and the new Victorian BDL model is small given the magnitude of total system diversion.  

As discussed in Section 3.3, demand scaling was used to match the model result to the pre-calculated 

BDL number (see Appendix A).  

Table 13: Published estimate of regulated river (consumptive) diversions versus new model estimates (1895–2009) 

Statistic Published 
Basin Plan 
estimate 
(#871/D898) 

Revised BDL 
model 
estimate 
(0935) 

Difference Interim WRP 
model 
(L934) 

Difference 

Average regulated river 
diversions (consumptive) 

1765 1767.5 2.5 1748.6 -18.8 

 

Overall, there is a 2.5 GL/y increase in the BDL, as the result of the recalculation. This estimate 

represents the new best estimate of the BDL. This is based on best available information as presented 

by Victoria (DELWP, 2019), the assessment outlined in this report and the Position Statement 3C findings 

(see Appendix K).  

Representation of WRP conditions 
Victoria’s revised BDL model represents a system and ‘level of development’ consistent with WRP 

conditions. The key points that demonstrate this are: 

• primary entitlements, allocations and carryover of unused allocation – comprehensively verified by 

Victoria (DELWP, 2018); 

• consumptive demands are set at a level consistent with that permitted under the Basin Plan – in this 

instance scaled to produce diversions equal to the calculated BDL as outlined in Appendix A, and 

DELWP (2019) 
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• held environmental water is only partially reflected in the interim WRP model, and a method of 

annualised accounting is used to account for the remainder, consistent with the method for the 

Murray as advised by the MDBA; 

• passing flow rules are reflective of the rules described in Victoria’s Bulk Entitlements (Appendix G), 

including the PEW identified in the Broken valley; 

• Victoria are conscientious of impacts of operational and policy considerations on end-of-valley flow 

(for interaction with the Murray), noting that Basin Plan environmental water and tagged trade are 

not accounted for. 

• groundwater interaction is not considered in the model. 

A number of conditions are not consistent with WRP operation, including Goldfields Superpipe 

operation, Commonwealth water recovery, environmental water use and delivery. Victoria has typically 

explained (DELWP, 2019) that uncertainty associated with the rules governing these elements is the 

primary reason for not fully implementing these. As a result, end-of-system flow representation will 

require careful management because they will be somewhat unrepresentative. 

Victoria demonstrates in its model report (DELWP, 2019) that its method relates to the SDL through 

scaling BDL’ (the 1895–2009 annual diversion from L943) to account for the full required water recovery. 

Victoria has indicated that it will reconcile the water recovery when information regarding the 

recovered entitlements is certain, which will allow for a consolidated WRP model method (which does 

not require the model result to be scaled).  

How the method relates to SDL 
Victoria has proposed a method that incorporates the annual model results from the interim WRP 

model, as well as annualized accounting that recognises the contribution of the water recovery.  

To achieve this, Victoria will update the model with previous water year data, run the model, and then 

adjust the result (post-process). The adjustment takes into account both completed water recovery 

(non-modelled) and incomplete water recovery. This is consistent with the SDL definitions of Basin Plan 

Schedule 2. However, taking into account incomplete water recovery increases the risk that an annual 

permitted take estimate will be higher than actual take. 

To assess this risk of compliance issues, a short test was carried out where it was assumed the method 

could be applied retrospectively pre-2019. Water recovery across the WRP region was progressive over 

the post 2009 period. The annualised model results were extracted and progressive completed (non-

modelled) annualised water recovery and annual trade of allocation were deducted from the result each 

year to produce permitted take.  

The result in this case, shows that credits would be accumulated each year from 2009, despite taking 

account for the water recovery. This is in part due to the unusual system behaviour post 2010.  
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Figure 2: Hypothetical comparison of actual and permitted take (diversions) for the Goulburn–Broken, Campaspe, Loddon 

 

Should the method for SDL compliance be applied, by comparing permitted and actual take, cumulative 

credits over the 2009-17 period would reach around 1800 GL. Over a shorter more recent period of 

more stable region behaviour, say 2013-17, cumulative balance would still be in credit by about 200 GL. 

Hence the risk of compliance issues from Victoria’s proposed method appears to be fairly unlikely.  

As of March 2019, the MDBA reported10 that only 0.2 GL of incomplete contracted water recovery was 

outstanding in the WRP area. This assumes a fully apportioned supply contribution of the SDL 

adjustment mechanism. The GBCL WRP area has 397.6 GL (long-term equivalent) of contracted 

recovery, and 333 GL of gap bridging held environmental water (as at 30 June 2018), meaning some 65 

GL was still to be recovered before 30 June 2019. Hence, some recovery may be outstanding as the SDL 

goes into operation, but is unlikely to pose an issue to the compliance mechanism. 

  

 

 

10 https://www.mdba.gov.au/progress-water-recovery, sighted June 2019 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/progress-water-recovery
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Appendix A  Brief GSM Model History 
The Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) maintains a model of the 

Goulburn-Broken, Campaspe and Loddon systems, called the Goulburn Simulation Model (GSM). The 

GSM operates in “REALM” software, and can be run on a monthly time-step from January 1891. The 

model was first developed in 1990 by the (then) Rural Water Commission, and was used in the 

conversion of existing entitlements to Bulk Entitlements. Since then it has been progressively modified 

and updated. Below is a description of important steps (model versions) in the development of the 

revised Baseline Diversion Model and Water Resource Plan model. 

A1 Original Cap Model 
The configuration of this version of the model is described in detail in the Cap report (DSE, 2005). For 

the purpose of compliance with the Cap (Schedule F of the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement), the 

model was converted and calibrated to represent the 1993/1994 level of development.  

Cap model audit 
The Cap model was audited and accredited for use for Annual Cap Auditing (Bewsher, 2006a).  

In the opinion of the auditor, the model was “sufficiently robust and lacks significant bias for it to be 

used for the simulation of long-term diversions and annual targets under Schedule F for the next 5 

years.” The auditor agreed that the following model improvements identified by DSE were realistic and 

to be pursued:  

a. Lake Mokoan: Refinements to the simulation of the Broken Valley to better simulate the future 

operation of Lake Mokoan. In particular, the additional 22GL of cap which has been allowed as an 

interim measure, needs to be represented if Victoria chooses to claim the extra Cap even though 

the decision has been made to decommission the Lake. As identified in the existing Cap Report, a 

further supplementary cap report will be required at that time. 

b. Loddon River Flood Behaviour: During flood periods considerable water leaves the main channel of 

the lower Loddon River and in some cases returns downstream of these flood breakouts. The actual 

volume of water leaving the river channel is not well understood due to a shortage of gauging 

information. Once this information becomes available and a better understanding of the flood 

behaviour is obtained, it will be possible to refine the model. Nevertheless, the monthly time step is 

likely to represent a significant difficulty in accurately modelling these breakouts. 

c. Waranga Basin Unaccounted Loss: Further work is required to identify the physical basis of the 

unaccounted loss from Waranga Basin. Once this is determined, the most appropriate means of 

including it within the Cap Model can be determined. 

 

The auditor also noted that the monthly time step employed in the Cap Model limits the potential for 

future model improvements to more accurately simulate actual behaviour. While the monthly model 

appeared to be sufficiently accurate for the purposes of Schedule F, greater accuracy of (end-of-system) 

flows may be required for future purposes. 
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Cap model improvement 2009 
In 2009, the model was updated after a review of the river transmission and operational loss functions 

for the Campaspe (DSE, 2009). This model was approved for Cap compliance purpose by the Water 

Audit (CAP) Advisory panel. This resulted in a slight reduction in the long term cap targets for 

Goulburn/Broken/Loddon and Campaspe valleys (i.e. differences of respectively 0.5 and 1.0 GL/y). 

A2 Basin Plan BDL model  
A baseline version of the GSM model was developed by Victoria (then DSE) and provided to the MDBA in 

2011 for the estimation of BDLs for the Goulburn, Broken, Campaspe and Loddon SDL resource units for 

the Basin Plan (D898). In developing the baseline model, changes were made to a large number of 

components of the Cap model to reflect changes in management rules, trade and water recovered for 

the environment between 1983 and 2009. While individual changes are too numerous to fully describe, 

Barma (2012) provided a summary table of major changes.  

Some key features of the BDL model are:  

• It includes water recovery for TLM and Water for Rivers, and as inter-valley trade (see Appendix F). 

• It includes Winton Wetlands (27 GL capacity), which was previously the site of Lake Mokoan (365 GL 

capacity), which has been decommissioned. 

• It includes constraints on the releases from Eildon in order to avoid flooding of areas around 

Trawool and Seymour. The release constraints are modelled as:  

• The sum of the release and inflows between Eildon and Seymour cannot exceed 365,000 ML/Month 

(based on 12,000 ML/day). 

• If there are releases for power generation or pre-releases, then the sum of the release and inflows 

between Eildon and Trawool cannot exceed 547,000 ML/month (18,000 ML/day). 

Permitted take under BDL Conditions for Victoria is still determined by the Cap, but with adjustments for 

TLM and Water for Rivers recovery and permanent trade out of the Northern Victorian Rivers (IVT). The 

annual average use of environmental water (TLM and WfR) and IVT were modelled in the BDL model, 

and used to make adjustments to the long term average Cap (Table 14). Once the changes were made, 

demands were scaled to ensure that long term average diversions are equivalent to those produced by 

the Cap scenario less adjustments for permanent trade and water recovery by The Living Murray and 

Water for Rivers.  
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Table 14: Comparison of Cap and estimated Basin Plan diversion estimates for the Goulburn-Broken, Loddon and Campaspe 
systems (source: MDBA, 2011)** 

Description Goulburn/ 
Broken/ 
Loddon 

Campaspe 

Published long term average annual Cap 2034 122 

Different simulation period by Basin Plan -44 -4.3 

Decommissioning Lake Mokoan -17 
 

TLM Water Recovery -147 -3.6 

Water for Rivers and inter-valley trade -140 
 

Victorian government water recovery in Loddon -3 
 

Remaining difference due to other model changes/improvements and 
updated estimate of un-modelled diversions 

-1 -1 

Estimated BDL (excluding interception and basic rights) 1682* 113 

*(Goulburn 1580 GL/y + Broken 13 GL/y + Loddon 89 GL/y) 
** Note that the above table includes non-modelled diversions 
 

This BDL model was used to set the Baseline Diversion Limit (BDL) published in the Basin Plan. 

BDL model review 
In 2012, Barma Water Resources (BWR Pty Ltd) undertook a high level review of the surface water 

models used to determine the modelled components of the BDL estimates in the Basin Plan (Barma, 

2012). The review focussed on the models’ set-up for representation of baseline conditions and their 

suitability for reviewing estimates of BDLs. The review also identified any additional work needed to 

update the models to meet the requirements of the Basin Plan.  

The review noted that major changes in diversions between the GSM Cap and Baseline models are due 

to water recovery purchases under The Living Murray program and that the adjustments for water 

recovery are based on modelled use, and not on the LTCE volume of the individual water recovery 

entitlements. The review stated that: “a resolution with respect to how diversion adjustments under the 

various water recovery programs are represented within the model scenarios needs to be made in order 

to ensure consistency in BDL estimation”.  

The review report also listed a number of modifications to the baseline model that were already 

planned by Victoria:  

• Verification of entitlements including matching to register and representation of all permanent 

trade entitlements.  

• Updating of the allocation configuration to ensure resource assessment parameters such as loss 

assumptions are representative of current conditions.  

• Reviewing the configuration of environmental water needs within the model. 

• Initiate updates to irrigation cropped area representation subject to data availability. 
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• Verification of all accounts. This includes Living Murray and Inter-valley trade accounts to ensure 

modelled accounting rules match what occurs in practice in 2009. 

• Continuously improve the model as better information becomes available. 

It was also noted that: 

• Carryover rules as at June 2009 were not represented in the (original) baseline diversion model. 

• Amendments to the Campaspe model had been completed and approved by the MDBA. These 

improvements were not included in the original BDL model. 

The review concluded that the baseline conditions model held by the Authority (i.e. the original BDL 

model) was satisfactory for producing the preliminary baseline diversion estimate (i.e. the long term 

average annual Cap less adjustments). However, it also stated that the representation of the baseline 

diversion definition could be improved through: 

• Adoption of the amendments proposed by the jurisdiction (as listed above) 

• Appropriate adjustment for water recovered for the environment 

• Representation of carryover rules as per June 2009 (noting that Barma (2012) refers to ‘the 30% 

carryover rule’) 

• Provision of an updated GSM baseline model to the authority (also including the improvements 

made to the Cap model for the Campaspe system) 

Some of these improvements, namely entitlement verification and carryover implementation, have 

been implemented in the latest revised BDL model (0935) as outlined in DELWP (2019). 

Cap model improvement 2012 
Following recommendations of the Water Audit (Cap) Advisory Panel, the method used to calculate 

diversions to the Campaspe Irrigation District was revised. Diversion estimation based on orders plus 

and allowance for loss, was replaced by ultrasonic flow meter data, which was identified as the best 

available and more accurate data. The Campaspe model was recalibrated using the updated diversion 

data (DSE, 2011). The revised model was approved for the purpose of Cap compliance in May 2012. The 

long term cap targets (1891–2004) increased by 0.3 GL/y for Goulburn-Broken-Loddon and by 5.3 GL/y 

for Campaspe. 

This revised Campaspe calibration was not included in the original BDL model. 

A3 Revised BDL model 
In 2018, Victoria provided a first draft revised version of the BDL model. The changes made since the 

original BDL model have been listed in the model report provided by DELWP (2019) – and have been 

reproduced in Appendix B and Appendix C. The model also includes the changes that were part of the 

2012 Cap model update (i.e. recalibration of Campaspe).  

Even though significant changes were made to the model, the changes in long term average diversions 

are minimal. This is because the BDL model diversions are matched to diversions as permitted under 

Cap with adjustments for water recovery and trade. Numbers are different due to the update of the Cap 
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model, as well as the revised estimates of TLM, Water for Rivers and IVT use, which are based on the 

new model (Table 15). As for the original BDL model, the irrigation demands were adjusted in order to 

match the modelled diversions, with adjusted Cap diversions. 

Table 15: BDL Model run (J931) compared with the estimated BDL diversions (GL/y) (DELWP, 2019) 

Description Goulburn Broken Loddon Goulburn 
+Broken 
+Loddon 

Campaspe 

Published long term average 
annual Cap 

1,895.3 31.6 106.8 2,033.7 121.8 

Non modelled diversions -28.6 -0.5 -1.6 -30.6 -2.8 

Different simulation period 
by Basin Plan 

-39.0 -0.3 -4.9 -44.2 -4.4 

Cap model version changes -1.0 -0.1 0.1 -1.0 5.1 

Decommissioning Lake 
Mokoan 

 -17.5  -17.5 0.0 

TLM Water Recovery* -129.1  -5.4 -134.5 -4.0 

Water for Rivers and inter-
valley trade* 

-145.0  -6.1 -151.1 0.0 

Sales Deal from Loddon   -1.1 -1.1 0.0 

Boort Wetland entitlement   -1.9 -1.9 0.0 

Estimated BDL  
(Modelled component) 

1,552.6 13.2 85.9 1,651.8 115.9 

* Figures for TLM Water Recovery, Water for Rivers and Inter-valley trade are based on modelled outputs from 
Run J931 

Revised Cap adjustments 
The BDL for the Northern Victorian valleys has been determined by making adjustments to the long 

term average Cap. The adjustments are made for the recovery of water for TLM and Water for Rivers, 

and inter-valley exchange rate trade (IVT) and are based on modelled use from the original and revised 

BDL models. The Cap adjustments have been summarised in Table 16. 

Differences between the original BDL and revised BDL are: 

• DEWLP refers to slightly different non-modelled diversions than reported by MDBA (2012). 

• The revised model included changes made to the Cap model in 2012, and hence adjustments should 

be made to the updated Cap. This has been included in Table 16 as a Cap adjustment for model 

change.  

• The adjustment for Lake Mokoan changed from 17.2 to 17.5 GL/y. No explanation has been 

provided.  

•  Estimates of use of ‘The Living Murray’, ‘Water for Rivers’, IVT and Loddon Sales water have 

changed due to changes to entitlements and use patterns in the model (further discussed below). 
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Table 16: Cap adjustments used to estimate the BDL (GL/y) 

Water balance item Original BDL model Revised BDL model1 

Goulburn 
+Broken 
+Loddon 

Campaspe Goulburn 
+Broken 
+Loddon 

Campaspe 

Published long term average 
annual Cap 

2033.6 121.8 2033.7 121.8 

Non modelled diversions -292 -22 -30.6 -2.8 

Different simulation period by 
Basin Plan 

-44.2 -4.4 -44.2 -4.4 

Cap model version changes   -1.0 5.1 

Decommissioning Lake Mokoan -17.23  -17.5 
 

TLM Water Recovery* -147.14 -3.64 -134.54 -4.04 

Water for Rivers and inter-valley 
trade* 

-139.54  -151.14 
 

Sales Deal from Loddon -1.24  -1.14  

Boort Wetland entitlement -2.03 
 

-1.94 
 

Estimated BDL  
(Modelled component) 

1653.4 111.8 1651.8 115.9 

1 Numbers as provided by DELWP (2019) 
2 Numbers as reported in MDBA (2012) 
3 Number provided by DSE, in email of 8 August 2011 
4 Use as modelled with original and revised BDL models  

 

As a result of the review of bulk entitlements and Victorian water register in place at June 2009 (DELWP 

2018), corrections were made to TLM, IVT and WfR entitlements. In addition changes have been made 

to the accounting, to better represent the specific carryover rules associated with the entitlements. 

Finally, changes have also been made to the use patterns (as described in Appendix B).  

In the original BDL model, the modelled use of Goulburn TLM and of the combined IVT and Water for 

River entitlements was almost the full allocation. The use calculated by the revised BDL model matches 

the Long Term Diversion Limit Equivalent more closely (except for Loddon Sales entitlement, as the 

LRWS factor for the Loddon is very low).
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Appendix B  Comments re: revised BDL model changes 
Table 17: Changes made to the BDL model (DELWP, 2019) 

# DELWP reported model revisions Reviewer(s) comment 

1 Exclusion of the Goulburn communal reserve policy to reflect 30 June 2009 
conditions. 

Assumed improvement if better aligned to BDL conditions. 

2 Constraints at locations downstream of Eildon were altered to match 2009 
operation (10,000 ML/d at Molesworth and 8,500 ML/d at Shepparton), as 
advised by Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW). This change is expected to have 
only a small impact, if any, on the modelled end of valley flow under baseline 
conditions. 

The change in constraints is unlikely to have limited to no impact 
on the results of the BDL model. Peak diversions are typically 
between 8,000–9,000 ML/d, so the Molesworth constraint would 
need to be below that before impacts are seen. 

3 Carryover capability was introduced using an updated version of the REALM 
software, and 50% limited carryover was included as per 30 June 2009 
conditions. 

Rule change comprehensively outline in DELWP (2019) model 
report.  

4 A generalised module was built in the model to simulate water holder accounts 
for all users. 

To implement above change. Victoria provided documentation, in 
Manandhar U. and Seker M. (2016). 

5 Accounting (including spill accounting) for all environmental accounts was 
revised. 

As per above, assumed improvement. Accounting has been 
revised significantly, it is beyond scope to review in detail. 

6 The seasonal determination calculations were updated to represent the method 
outlined in the Bulk Entitlement. This has improved modelled seasonal 
determination and may have some impact on the modelled delivery volumes 
and end of valley flows. 

Assumed improvement if better aligned with bulk entitlement. 

7 Model input data was updated to include corrections such as retrospective 
rating table changes affecting input flow time series. 

Standard practice improvement. 

8 Lake Nillahcootie configuration and inflows were adjusted to explicitly model 
rainfall on storage. 

Minor adjustment. Unlikely to impact results. 

9 Urban demands from the Waranga Western Channel (WWC) were explicitly 
configured in the model. Previously these would have been included within the 
channel system losses, so the impact of this change is to increase the delivery 

Identified in CHANL_URB node, and contents match bulk 
entitlement verification report (DELWP, 2018). Good 
improvement. 
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# DELWP reported model revisions Reviewer(s) comment 

portion and decrease the loss portion of the total diversions, with no significant 
change to overall diversions.  

10 Entitlements and trade volumes were updated to reflect 30 June 2009 
conditions, as per Victorian Water Register and Bulk Entitlements. Of particular 
note, the legacy exchange rate trade volume from the Goulburn to the Murray 
was reduced from 110 GL in GoulD898.sys to 101 GL in GoulJ931.sys to take 
account of back trade to 30 June 2009. This will have an impact on the modelled 
end of valley flow. 

Identified this as an issue to be outstanding, because MDBA 
records still show 110 GL. Will be picked up in proposed 2 year 
review. 

11 Changes were made to Goulburn Weir operating levels to reflect 30 June 2009 
conditions, as advised by GMW. 

Unsure if this is what the change refers to. Max storage down 10 
ML. No change to evaporation rating. Seems insignificant. 

12 Channel capacities for the Waranga Western Channel, East Goulburn Main 
Channel, Stuart Murray and Cattanach Canals were revised based on updated 
information provided by GMW. 

Previously, capacity of 213 GL/m. Revised to 7190 ML/d 
multiplied by days in month. Basically the same result, so will 
have minimal impact. 

13 Changes were made to the Waranga Basin pumping rules to reflect 30 June 
2009 conditions, as advised by GMW. 

Previously, a June only figure related to allocation (seems 
interim). Revised relationship is much improved: Pumping only 
occurs when storage below 126.5 GL and continues until it reach 
to 40.5 GL. Assumes pumping starts at March and finishes at 
May. In March and May, pumping capacity is considered 50% of 
its full capacity as in practice pumping start around end of March 
and in May demand is low.  

14 Changes were made to the model to better reflect operation of the hydro-
electric power station at Lake Eildon, as advised by GMW. This may have some 
impact on the modelled end of valley flow. 

Previously released half of SECV entitlement over Winter (May-
Aug inclusive), i.e. 26 GL/y. Revised to release full 52 GL 
entitlement over Summer (Dec-Mar inclusive). Annual storage 
comparisons show little impact (Appendix D). 

15 Adjustments were made to better reflect baseline losses, including: 
- Changes resulting from the update to Version 4 of the Victorian Water 

Savings Protocol Technical Manual and GMW loss audit information. 
- The Central Goulburn 1-4 water savings project and the entitlement created 

from these savings were added to the BDL model. Although in reality this 
occurred post-30 June 2009, these savings were made under the Water for 

Assumed improvement, noting alignment with Water Savings 
protocol developed 2008 (now v.4 2012), to enable calculation of 
savings from NVIRP programs for future fully reconciled WRP 
model. 
Some outstanding concern that this improvement will have 
invalidated the model calibration, given significance of change. 
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# DELWP reported model revisions Reviewer(s) comment 

Rivers (Snowy) program, which is specified as baseline conditions in 
Schedule 3, Item 20 of the Basin Plan. 

- The bank leakage loss component was separated into fixed and variable 
components.  

- Savings from backbone and spur channels were calculated separately. 
- Representation of automation savings and channel remediation savings was 

improved. 
- The GMW Reconfiguration project works program was added to the BDL 

model. The impact of this change is to decrease the loss portion of the total 
diversions. 

- Unauthorised loss was changed to be variable, rather than fixed, to be 
consistent with the Water Savings Protocol. 

16 Demand patterns for the extended use TLM account, Snowy account and IVT 
account were adjusted. Utilisation rates for TLM and Snowy entitlements were 
also reduced, following discussion of the original full utilisation assumption with 
the MDBA. This change will have an impact on modelled end of valley flow. 

MDBA of the view that this should be full utilisation. Outstanding 
policy discrepancy issue to be addressed in 2 year review. 

17 The Goulburn seasonal determination policy was updated to reflect the 
simulated losses in the BDL scenario. 

Assumed improvement if better aligned to BDL conditions. 
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Appendix C  Differences between BDL 
model and WRP model  
This section of the report is a copy of text from DELWP (2019), which outlines the changes made to the 

revised BDL model to produce the interim WRP model – Victoria’s interim method for permitted take for 

take from Regulated Rivers for the Northern Victorian WRP. 

Table 18 summarises the changes in policy and operating rules since 30 June 2009 that have been 

incorporated in the model. Only changes that do not contribute to Basin Plan recovery have been 

included. 

Table 18: Changes to policy and operating rules in the Goulburn, Broken, Campaspe and Loddon from baseline conditions that 
do not contribute to Basin Plan recovery. For inclusion in the WRP model (DELWP, 2019). 

SDL resource unit BDL conditions WRP conditions 

Goulburn Begin establishing reserve for 
following year once seasonal 
determination reaches 100% 

Begin establishing reserve for following year 
between seasonal determinations of 30% and 
50%, and also once seasonal determination 
reaches 100% 

50% carryover 100% carryover and spillable water accounts 

Broken No change 

Campaspe 50% carryover 100% carryover and spillable water accounts 

Capacities of combined Fernhill 
storages total 277 ML 

Capacities of combined Fernhill storages reduced 
to 118 ML 

Loddon No change 

 

The Basin Plan water recovery projects that have been included in the models are presented in Table 19. 
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Table 19: Basin Plan water recoveries included in the WRP model (DELWP, 2019). 

Water recovery 
project 

BDL 
conditions 

WRP conditions Recovery volume 
(ML/yr) 

Campaspe Irrigation 
District (CID) 
decommissioning* 

CID in 
operation 

CID decommissioned 

Campaspe River Environmental 
Entitlement 2013, Schedule 1 – 
Campaspe Irrigation District Loss 
Savings Entitlement:  
1,656 ML very high reliability  
3,944 ML high reliability  
2,966 ML low reliability 

8,105 from Campaspe 

Wimmera-Mallee 
Pipeline 

Supply from 
Waranga 
Western 
Channel to 
Wimmera-
Mallee 

No supply from Waranga Western 
Channel to Wimmera-Mallee 

Bulk Entitlement (Loddon River – 
Environmental Reserve) Order 2005, 
Schedule 5 – Wimmera-Mallee Pipeline 
Savings Entitlement:  
7,490 ML rules-based entitlement 

Goulburn River Environmental 
Entitlement 2010, Schedule 1: 
1,434 ML high reliability 

7,490 from Loddon 

1,434 from Goulburn 

East Loddon 
Waterworks District 
Modernisation 

East Loddon 
Waterworks 
District 
supplied from 
Loddon 

East Loddon Waterworks District 
modernised and supplied from 
Goulburn 

Bulk Entitlement (Loddon River – 
Environmental Reserve) Order 2005, 
Schedule 6 – East Loddon Waterworks 
District Modernisation Savings 
Entitlement: 
1,480 ML rules-based entitlement  

1,478 from Loddon 

*Only distribution system savings (not purchase) component of CID recovery has been included in the interim 
model 
 

The irrigation demands have been scaled in order to match the long-term diversions from the model to 

the BDL, adjusted for the water recoveries included in the model: 

𝐵𝐷𝐿′ = 𝐵𝐷𝐿 −𝑀 

where: 

BDL’ = the BDL adjusted for water recovery included in the interim model 

M = the long-term water recovery included in the interim model 
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Table 20 shows the estimates of BDL’ calculated using the equation above. 

Table 20: Adjustments to WRP model diversions for within-model water recoveries (GL/y) (DELWP, 2019) 

Water balance item Goulburn Broken Loddon Campaspe Total 

BDL model diversions  
(Run 0935) 

1,552.7 13.2 85.8 115.8 1,767.5 

Water recovery in WRP model 1.4 0.0 9.0 8.1 18.5 

Estimated BDL’  
(BDL minus recovery in model) 

1,551.2 13.2 76.8 107.7 1,749.0 

Modelled BDL’ (L934) 1,552.1 13.2 76.6 107.7 1748.7 

Modelled BDL’ – Estimated BDL’ -0.1 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.3 
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Appendix D  BDL Model performance 
This section presents some supplementary analysis of the calibration and validation of the revised BDL 

model. Typically calibration of the model is carried out using a period of data representing the ‘typical’ 

system behaviour to be represented. Validation is confirmation that the model can operate outside of 

the period used to calibrate the model. 

The BDL model has not been significantly altered since the previous version, hence analysis has been 

limited to understanding the impacts of the changes. This includes a comparison of annual model results 

from the 2 BDL models in the validation. Differences between the 2 models are listed in Appendix B. 

D1 Calibration 

Stream flow 
The model’s flow calibration has not been revised since the original cap model was developed, except 

for recalibration of Campaspe as described for updated cap model (DSE, 2011). 

DELWP is currently developing a daily Source model for the Goulburn-Broken-Campaspe-Loddon 

system. As part of this development, stream flow will be (re)calibrated. At this stage the monthly GSM 

model is the best available.  

Demand calibration for cap model 
As part of the development of the (original) Cap Model, the demands were calibrated for 1993/1994 

level of development. Hereto, the PRIDE models were run with daily rainfall end evaporation data from 

July 1992 to June 1995 and estimates of the crop areas in place in 1993/94. Subsequently, the GSM 

model was run with the unrestricted demand inputs and the modelled supply volumes were compared 

to historical supply volumes at the district offtakes. Adjustments were made to crop areas in the PRIDE 

model until modelled volumes matched historical supplies. At the time, the model was also run for the 

subsequent 2 year period (1995/96–1996/97) to verify the calibration results (DSE 2005). 

As the Cap applies to diversions at the offtake point from the rivers, it includes delivery losses and losses 

from off-stream storages, which are not included in the diversions from major offtakes, as used in the 

demand calibration. Therefore, additional checks were done to ensure that modelled diversions from 

the rivers matched historical diversions over the calibration period. The following adjustments were 

made to minimise discrepancies:  

• Adjustments to channel losses and outfalls from East Goulburn Main channel 

• Inclusion of an extra loss (i.e. in addition to evaporation) from Waranga Basin, using monthly 

estimates from water balance calculations (DSE 2005) 

The audit of the Cap model noted that for individual demand nodes, the cumulative difference between 

observed and modelled diversions was about 10% and cumulative total valley diversions were within 6% 

and concluded that “it would appear that the Cap Model is reasonably replicating diversions under 
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1993/94 levels of development in the Goulburn/Broken/Loddon and Campaspe Valleys” (Bewsher, 

2006). The PRIDE model has not been recalibrated, since the development of the cap model.  

D2 BDL model results comparison 

Inflows  
Given the fact that Victoria has followed a rigorous and well documented process to extent and update 

model inputs every year, and that changes to this process over time are well documented and justified, 

there is no concern that the best available data and processes would not have been used. The 

reviewer(s) has not done any further analysis of the model inflow.  

Streamflow  
A suite of plots comparing key streamflow between the original BDL model to the revised BDL model is 

presented in Figure 3. These plots are primarily a sanity check to ensure no significant changes to flow 

have occurred as the result of model changes. It is clear from these plots that the revisions to the BDL 

model have has very little impact on modelled flows. 

Figure 3: Plots comparing annual streamflows for old BDL model (#871/D898) and revised BDL model (#0935) 
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Diversions 
A suite of plots comparing modelled diversions the old BDL model to the revised BDL model is presented 

in Figure 4. These plots are primarily a sanity check to ensure no significant changes to flow have 

occurred as the result of model changes. 

While the annual average diversions haven’t changed much, the diversion patterns show less annual 

variation, for the Campaspe in particular. This may be a reflection of the impact of carryover, but no 

further analysis has been performed to verify this.  

 

Figure 4: Plots comparing diversions for old BDL model (#871/D898) and revised BDL model (#0935) 
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Storage Behaviour 
A suite of plots comparing mean annual storage volume from the old BDL model and the revised BDL 

model is presented in Figure 4. These plots are primarily a sanity check to ensure no significant changes 

to flow have occurred as the result of model changes. 

There are no significant changes to the annual average storage volumes in Lake Eildon, the combined 

volume in Campaspe Reservoir and Lake Eppalock, and the combined storage volume in Cairn Curran 

and Tullaroop reservoirs (Appendix F).  
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Figure 5: Plots comparing mean annual storage volume, for old BDL model (#871/D898) and revised BDL model (#0935) 
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Appendix E  Water Balances 
A full system water balances have been extracted from the GSM BDL and interim WRP models. The 

tables provide water balances for Goulburn-Broken, Campaspe and Loddon systems. The purpose of the 

water balance is to give an overview of the types of use, and to ensure that all water is accounted for. 

A quick guide to interpreting each water balance element is as follows.  

Initial and final storages are provided as per the model output, but change is averaged over the 114 year 

period. Hence these figures do not sum. The average allows attribution of this part of the water balance 

(essentially a loss or gain). Typically, by the 2009 year storages have emptied. The difference between 

the start value and end value, divided by the number of years, produces an average ‘loss’. 

The bulk of inflows to the system are indirectly gauged, for example, a significant proportion is lumped 

inflow direct to Lake Eildon, Lake Nillahcootie, and the remnant is made of many mid-valley catchment 

inflows. Directly gauged and indirectly gauged is somewhat arbitrary categorisation, but refers to sites 

that appear to directly relate to gauged flow sites. For example, in the Goulburn-Broken, this is made up 

of three sites: ‘D/S Murchison’ – which includes inflow from Castle Creek, Seven Creek, and Pranjip 

Creek, all on the Goulburn below the Goulburn Weir – Moonee Creek (Broken), and Holland Creek 

(Broken). 

Demands are split into the major categories of consumptive use; licenced private diverters who pump 

direct from the waterway (or channel), irrigation districts supplied by GMW, stock and domestic users, 

and urban supplied. Unfortunately, some consumptive use has been mixed in the model itself, so the 

split by use is not exact. For example some North-East Water urban entitlement (830 ML) has been 

mixed with S&D on the Broken.  

However, the largest use by far is supply to irrigation via the WWC, which is the irrigation district nodes 

Rodney, Tongala, Deakin, Rochester East, Rochester West, Tandara, Dingee, and Boort. Supply via the 

EGM goes primarily to Shepparton and Murray Valley. However also includes some urban supply as well 

as noted below. 

Urban supply is the bulk entitlement supply to towns, as listed in the DELWP (2018) baseline 

entitlements report, however some urban has been lumped into other notes. For example, in the 

Goulburn, urban supply is lumped 26.3 GL of entitlement into 2 supply points – one upstream of 

Goulburn weir and one below (U/GOULB URB and L/GOULB URB). ‘New’ nodes listed in the DELWP 

(2018) baseline entitlements report (i.e. CHANL_URB) are picked up in the WWC irrigation supply, 

including the WWC supply to Rochester. 

Irrigation drainage returns is the water taken and used by irrigation districts that runs back into 

waterways. For example, in the Goulburn it refers to Yambuna and Tongala drain outflows.  

Net evaporation is water lost from storages to net evaporation. In the Goulburn-Broken it captures net 

evaporation from Eildon, Nillahcootie, Winton Wetlands, and Goulburn Weir. River losses are specific 

loss arcs where losses have been modelled. 

Outflow is the flow at the end of the modelled valley system, typically representing flow into the Murray 

system. 
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Table 21: Water balance for Goulburn-Broken for all model scenarios 1895–2009 (GL/y)  

Water balance item Original BDL 
model 
(#871/D898) 

Revised 
BDL model 
(0935) 

Change WRP 
model  
(L934) 

Change  

Initial storage 2655.2 2553.9 -101.3 2523.7 -30.2 

Final storage 315.0 289.6 -25.4 412.5 122.9 

Changes in storage* -20.5 -19.9 0.7 -18.5 1.3 

Directly gauged 373.7 375.4 1.7 375.4 0.0 

Indirectly gauged 3009.9 3004.2 -5.7 3004.2 0.0 

Goulburn-Broken inflows 3383.6 3379.6 -4.0 3379.6 0.0 

Licensed private diverters 10.7 10.8 0.1 10.8 0.0 

Stock & domestic diversions 2.3 2.3 0.0 2.3 0.0 

Urban supply 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Broken Diversions 13.2 13.2 0.1 13.2 0.0 

Licensed private diverters 27.3 32.7 5.5 32.5 -0.3 

Irrigation districts supply - EGM 293.3 295.2 1.8 293.9 -1.3 

Irrigation district supply - WWC 1212.1 1182.2 -29.9 1183.9 1.6 

Urban supply 19.0 19.0 0.0 19.0 0.0 

Tagged Trade - 23.6 23.6 22.1 -1.5 

Goulburn Diversions 1551.6 1552.7 1.0 1551.2 -1.4 

Goulburn-Broken diversions 1564.8 1565.9 1.1 1564.5 -1.4 

Irrigation drainage returns -29.1 -24.4 4.8 -23.7 0.6 

Net evaporation 31.4 26.8 -4.6 27.0 0.2 

River unattributed loss 168.3 172.1 3.8 171.9 -0.2 

Goulburn-Broken total losses 170.5 174.5 4.0 175.2 0.7 

McCoys Bridge flow 1665.8 1681.7 15.9 1679.9 -1.8 

Goulburn-Broken outflow 1667.7 1658.0# -9.8 1657.4 -0.6 

Residual 1.1 1.1  1.0  

# Tagged trade to the Murray is included in the BDL diversions. However, this water is delivered to the Murray 
system. The McCoys Bridge flow includes the modelled tagged trade. However, given the water balance includes 
tagged trade as a diversion, it has been subtracted from the total Goulburn-Broken outflow.  
*Average over 114 years 
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Table 22: Water balance for Camplaspe for all model scenarios 1895–2009 (GL/y) 

Water balance item Original BDL 
model 
(#871/D898) 

Revised BDL 
model 
(0935) 

Change WRP 
model  
(L934) 

Change 

Initial storage 287.6 316.6 29.0 318.6 2.0 

Final storage 3.3 4.3 1.1 3.4 -1.0 

Changes in storage* -2.5 -2.7 -0.2 -2.8 0.0 

Directly gauged 13.0 13.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 

Indirectly gauged 276.8 269.1 -7.7 269.1 0.0 

Campaspe inflows 289.7 282.0 -7.7 282.0 0.0 

Licenced private diverters 23.3 19.6 -3.7 20.6 1.0 

Irrigation districts 30.9 34.4 3.5 26.2 -8.2 

To Waranga W. Channel 12.6 21.7 9.1 20.7 -1.1 

Urban supply 2.1 2.1 0.0 2.1 0.0 

To Coliban demands 42.0 38.0 -4.0 38.1 0.1 

Campaspe Diversions 110.9 115.8 5.0 107.7 -8.1 

Net evaporation 16.8 17.1 0.3 17.5 0.4 

River unattributed loss 10.5 5.7 -4.9 5.7 0.0 

Campaspe losses 27.3 22.8 -4.5 23.1 0.3 

Flow at Rochester 156.8 147.6 -9.2 155.5 7.9 

Campaspe outflow 154.0 146.0 -7.9 153.9 7.8 

Residual 0.1 0.1  0.1  

*Average over 114 years 
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Table 23: Water balance for Loddon for all model scenarios 1895–2009 (GL/y) 

Water balance item Original BDL 
model 
(#871/D898) 

Revised 
BDL model 
(0935) 

Change WRP 
model  
(L934) 

Change 

Initial storage 148.8 161.4 12.6 174.2 12.8 

Final storage 3.8 4.0 0.2 4.1 0.1 

Changes in storage* -1.3 -1.4 -0.1 -1.5 -0.1 

Indirectly gauged 255.4 256.3 1.0 256.3 0.0 

Loddon inflows 255.4 256.3 1.0 256.3 0.0 

Licenced private diverters 13.9 11.9 -1.9 14.0 2.1 

Irrigation districts 6.0 6.4 0.4 6.3 -0.1 

To Waranga W. channel 66.0 64.7 -1.3 54.7 -10.0 

Stock and Domestic 1.5 1.4 0.0 0.1 -1.3 

Urban supply 1.3 1.3 0.0 1.3 -0.1 

Loddon Consumptive Diversions 88.6 85.8 -2.8 76.4 -9.3 

Boort wetlands (enviro.) 2.2 2.1 0.0 2.1 0.0 

Loddon Total Diversions 90.7 87.9 -2.8 78.5 -9.4 

Net evaporation 14.4 14.4 0.0 14.8 0.4 

River unattributed loss 22.2 22.6 0.4 22.9 0.3 

Loddon losses 36.5 37.0 0.4 37.7 0.7 

Loddon outflow (Appin South) 67.8 71.2 3.5 80.5 9.2 

To flood breakouts 61.5 61.5 0.0 64.3 2.9 

WWC outflow 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2# 3.2 

Loddon outflows 129.3 132.7 3.5 144.8 12.1 

Residual 0.1 0.1  -3.2  

# New outflow as result of savings from Wimmera-Mallee Pipeline Project 
*Average over 114 years 
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Appendix F  Environmental 
Entitlements and IVT 
Table 24: Environmental entitlements in BDL models 

Entitlements (ML) Basin Plan BDL model Revised BDL model (0935) 

  HRWS LRWS HRWS LRWS 

Goulburn TLM  50,752 150,622 45,184 156,980 

Living Murray account 
Reconfiguration 

19,164 
 

19,164 
 

Shepparton modernisation 26,029 9,422 20,461 15,780 

Purchase 5,559 
 

5,559 
 

20% sales water   141,200   141,200 

Goulburn IVT – Exchange rate 
trade 

110,214 
 

101,088 
 

Water for Rivers (WfR) 19,556 17,852 38,573 26,008 

Normanville 3,900 
 

3,900 
 

IMSVID11 10,912 
 

10,912 
 

Strategic Measurement 
Project  

500 
 

2,000 
 

Water Share Purchases (incl. 
Madowla Park) 

4,244 17,852 8,321 17,852 

Central Goulburn 1-4   
 

13,440 8,156 

Campaspe TLM 126 5,048 126 5,048 

Account reconfiguration 126 
 

126 
 

20% of sales water    5,048   5,048 

Campaspe IVT – Exchange rate 
trade 

1,228 
 

1,056 
 

Loddon water recovery 2,000 2,024 2,000 2,024 

Boort wetlands 2,000 
 

2,000 
 

20% of sales water    2,024   2,024 

 

 

11 improved measurement of small volume supplies in irrigation districts 
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Table 25: TLM, Water for River (WfR) and IVT use, as calculated with LTDLE factors and as calculated by the BDL models  

Entitlement Original BDL model (#871/D898) Revised BDL model (0935) 

Entitlement 
(ML) 

LTCE 
Factors 
(v10.8)  

LTCE Use 
(ML) 

Modelled 
Allocation 
(ML) 

Modelled 
Use 
(ML) 

Entitlement 
(ML) 

LTDLE 
Factors 
(revised)  

LTDLE Use 
(ML) 

Modelled 
Allocation 
(ML) 

Modelled 
Use 
(ML) 

Goulburn TLM (HRWS) 50,752 0.927 47,047 49,652   45,184 0.966 43,648 44,518   

Goulburn TLM (LRWS) 150,622 0.546 82,240 98,261   156,980 0.583 91,519 98,677   

Goulburn TLM Total 201,374 
 

129,287 147,913 147,308 202,164  135,167 143,195 135,105 

Goulburn IVT (HRWS) 110,214 0.927 102,168 107,826   101,088 0.966 97,651 99,598   

Campaspe IVT (HRWS) 1,228 0.961 1,180 1,181   1,056 0.947 1,000 1,019   

IVT Total 111,442  103,348 109,007  102,144  98,651 100,617 99,540 

Water for Rivers 
(HRWS) 

19,556 0.927 18,128 19,132   38,573 0.966 37,262 38,005   

Water for Rivers 
(LRWS) 

17,852 0.546 9,747 11,646   26,008 0.583 15,163 16,349   

WfR Total 37,408  27,876 30,778  64,581  52,424 54,353 52,106 

IVT and WFR Total 148,850   131,224 139,785 139,579 166,725  151,075 154,971 151,647 

Campaspe TLM 
(HRWS) 

126 0.961 121 121   126 0.947 119 122   

Campaspe TLM 
(LRWS) 

5,048 0.672 3,392 4,052   5,048 0.532 2,686 4,271   

Campaspe TLM Total 5,174 
 

3,513 4,173 3,648 5,174  2,805 4,393 3,957 

Loddon Sales (LRWS) 2,024 0.546 1,105 1,320 1,204 2,024 0.048 97 1,272 1,076 

Boort Wetlands 
(HRWS) 

2,000 0.950 1,900 1,925 1,912 2,000 0.626 1,252 1,971 1,887 
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Table 26: TLM, Water for Rivers (WfR) and IVT use, as calculated with LTDLE factors and as calculated by the interim WRP 
model  

Entitlement Interim WRP model (L934) 

Entitlement 
(ML) 

LTDLE 
Factors 
(revised)  

LTDLE Use 
(ML) 

Modelled 
Allocation 
(ML) 

Modelled 
Use 
(ML) 

Goulburn TLM (HRWS) 45,184 0.966 43,648 44,348  

Goulburn TLM (LRWS) 156,980 0.583 91,519 92,907  

Goulburn TLM Total 202,164  135,167 137,255 134,285 

Goulburn IVT (HRWS) 101,088 0.966 97,651 99,217  

Campaspe IVT (HRWS) 1,056 0.947 1,000 1,005  

IVT Total 102,144  98,651 100,222 99,623 

Water for Rivers 
(HRWS) 

38,573 0.966 37,262 37,859  

Water for Rivers 
(LRWS) 

26,008 0.583 15,163 15,393  

WfR Total 64,581  52,424 53,252 52,347 

IVT and WfR Total 166,725  151,075 153,474 151,971 

Campaspe TLM 
(HRWS) 

126 0.947 119 120  

Campaspe TLM 
(LRWS) 

5,048 0.532 2,686 4,039  

Campaspe TLM Total 5,174  2,805 4,159 3,750 

Loddon Sales (LRWS) 2,024 0.048 99 1,198 1,013 

Boort Wetlands 
(HRWS) 

2,000 0.626 1,252 1,963 1,862 
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Appendix G  Passing flow rules  
Below text is an overview of the minimum flow (or passing flow) rules as included in the revised BDL 

and interim WRP models.  

Broken 

• Broken River d/s Lake Nillahcootie: Minimum flow of 30 ML/d or natural from June to November, 

if Lake Nillahcootie is not spilling. 

• Broken River d/s Broken Weir: Minimum flow of 22 ML/d or natural from December to May. 

• Holland Creek d/s of Holland Weir: Minimum flow of 12 ML/d or natural. 

• Broken River d/s of Casey Weir: Minimum flow of 25 ML/d or natural from December to May. 

Goulburn 

• Goulburn River d/s Eildon: Provides for release of a minor flood in November, if inflow trigger is 

exceeded - up to 80,000 ML. 

• Goulburn River d/s Eildon: Minimum flow of 120 ML/d, which can be increased to 250 ML/d if 

cumulative 24 month inflows are greater than a certain trigger. 

• Goulburn River d/s Goulburn Weir: Minimum flow of 250 ML/d. 

• Goulburn River at McCoys Bridge: Minimum flow of 350 ML/day from November to June and 400 

ML/day from July to October. 

Campaspe 

• Little Coliban River d/s Fernhill No. 1 Reservoir: Minimum flow of 10 ML/month. 

• Coliban River d/s Malmsbury Reservoir: Minimum flow of 8 ML/d or natural.  

• Campaspe River d/s Eppalock:  

o If Eppalock storage > 250 GL: Monthly flow of 90 ML/d (Jan, Mar, May, Jun, Dec); 80 

ML/d (Feb, Apr); 150 ML/d (Jul, Nov); 200 ML/d (Aug-Oct) or natural.  

o If Eppalock storage is between 200 to 250 GL: Minimum flow of 80 ML/d or natural. 

o If Eppalock storage is between 150 to 200 GL: Minimum flow of 50 ML/d or natural. 

o If Eppalock storage <= 150 GL: Minimum flow of 10 ML/d or natural. 

• Campaspe River d/s WWC syphon: 

o If Eppalock storage > 200 GL: Minimum flow of 70 ML/d or natural. 

o If Eppalock storage < = 200 GL: Minimum flow of 35 ML/d or natural.  

• Falls Ck d/s Weir: Minimum flow of 12 ML/month. 

Loddon 

• Loddon River between Cairn Curran Reservoir and Laanecoorie Reservoir:  

o Minimum flow November to April of 20 ML/d or natural.  

o Minimum flow May to October of: 
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▪ 20 ML/d or natural, if storage in Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs < 

60000 ML. 

▪ 35 ML/d or natural, if storage in Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs >= 60000 

ML. 

o Low flow season fresh: 24 ML/d in January, March and April depending on actual and 

natural flows in previous 2 months. 

• Tullaroop Creek between Tullaroop Reservoir and Laanecoorie Reservoir: 

o Minimum flow of 10 ML/d or natural, all year. 

o Low flow season fresh: 11 ML/d in December, February, March and April depending on 

actual and natural flows in previous month. 

• Loddon River between Laanecoorie Weir and Serpentine Weir: 

o Minimum flow November to July of 15 ML/d or natural. 

o Minimum flow August to October of: 

▪ 15 ML/d or natural, if storage in Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs < 

60000 ML. 

▪ 52 ML/d or natural, if storage in Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs >= 60000 

ML. 

o Low flow season fresh: 40 ML/d in January, March and April depending on actual and 

natural flows in previous 2 months. 

• Loddon River between Serpentine Weir and Loddon Weir: 

o Minimum flow November to April of 19 ML/d or natural. 

o Minimum flow May to October of: 

▪ 19 ML/d or natural, if storage in Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs < 

60000 ML. 

▪ 61 ML/d or natural, if storage in Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs >= 60000 

ML. 

o Low flow season fresh: 44 ML/d in January, March and April depending on actual and 

natural flows in previous 2 months. 

• Loddon River between Loddon Weir and Kerang Weir: 

o Minimum flows November to April of 14 ML/d (incl. loss estimate). 

o Minimum flow May to October of: 

▪ 14 ML/d (incl. loss), if storage in Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs < 

60000 ML. 

▪ 77 ML/d (incl. loss), if storage in Cairn Curran and Tullaroop reservoirs >= 60000 

ML. 

o Low flow season fresh: 38 ML/d in Jan and Feb depending on actual and natural flows in 

previous month. 
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Appendix H  Comparison of WRP 
model results and recorded data  
The plots in this section are primarily a comparison between interim WRP model results and actual 

data. Note that the interim WRP model scenario’s purpose is not to re-produce historical results (as 

per a calibration scenario).  

The comparisons informs sanity checking and allows for commentary on model predictive 

performance.  

The charts provided compare recorded and modelled data for: 

• Allocation and carryover for the Goulburn-Broken: comparing recorded data with the revised BDL 

model and interim WRP model results.  

• Diversions, comparing recorded diversions with interim WRP model diversions for: 

o Goulburn-Broken 

o Campaspe 

o Loddon 

• Storage volumes, comparing mean annual recorded and interim WRP model volumes for: 

o Lake Eildon 

o Lake Eppalock 

o Tullaroop Reservoir 

• End of Valley Flows, comparing recorded diversions with interim WRP model diversions for: 

o Goulburn River at McCoys Bridge 

o Campaspe River at Rochester 

o Loddon River at Appin South 

Note that post 2009, water recovery progressively occurred across these valleys which introduce 

significant divergence between the results. Also, policy and rule changes were applied as per BDL and 

interim WRP scenarios, as per the differences outlined in Appendix B and Appendix C. The most 

significant of these is most probably the change to carryover rules, and associated assumptions, as 

demonstrated in the carryover comparison plot. 
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Goulburn-Broken Allocation & Carryover  

a) Modelled and recorded monthly allocation 

 

 

b) Carryover at end of season (actual vs models) 
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Goulburn-Broken Diversions – Interim WRP model vs Recorded 
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Campaspe Diversions – Interim WRP model vs Recorded 
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Loddon Diversions – Interim WRP model vs Recorded 
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Total annual system diversions – Interim WRP model (L934) vs Recorded 

1746 GL/y 
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Lake Eildon Storage 
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Lake Eppalock Storage 
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Tullaroop Reservoir Storage 
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Appendix I  Model files 
The model files supplied to the MDBA as considered for this assessment are listed in the table below. These files are used by the REALM (Resource 

Allocation Model) to produce the model outputs. Many of the files used in the revised BDL model are also used in the interim WRP model, as indicated.  

Table 27: GSM Revised BDL and interim WRP model files 

Category Revised BDL model Interim WRP model Content 

System files GoulU931.SYS GoulI934.SYS Primary system file – physical system and BE rules etc 

 0935.scn L934.scn Scenario details – specifies files to use (as per below) 

Streamflow / 
Climate  

Brok18.sf (as per BDL model) Broken basin - streamflow and climatological data 

 Camp18.sf (as per BDL model) Campaspe basin - streamflow and climatological data 

 Goul18.sf (as per BDL model) Goulburn basin - streamflow and climatological data 

 Lodd18.sf (as per BDL model) Loddon basin - streamflow and climatological data 

 NAT-FLOW-18.SF (as per BDL model) Natural flow data 

 mrb-inf-18.sf (as per BDL model) Maryborough system climate data 

Demand files Brok18-Adj30JunForBase2MokDec-
N876.dm 

(as per BDL model) Broken system demands 

 Camp18.udm (as per BDL model) Campaspe urban demands 

 Camp18-Adj30JunPtColDems93-
94lvldev-
ColUp5%PDsUp15%IrrUp15%.RDM 

Camp18-Adj30JunPtColDems93-
94lvldev-
ColUp5%PDsUp19%IrrUp19%.RDM 

Coliban system rural demands 

 DUMMY_EWR18.SF MDBA-2750 Env-BP-18.SF Environmental demands (set to zero in BDL) 

 DUMMY-18.DM (as per BDL model) DUMMY data required for the model to run 

 Goul_ChanelUrb-18.DM (as per BDL model) Goulburn channel, lumped urban demands 

 Goul18_PDsDn15.RDM Goulb18.RDM Goulburn rural private diverters 
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Category Revised BDL model Interim WRP model Content 

 Goul18-
Adj30JunPtMDecN876TLMSnowyP
urchase-PDsUp3%IrrUp28%.PDM 

Goul18-
Adj30JunPtMDecN876TLMSnowyP
urchase-PDsUp0%IrrUp32.5%.PDM 

Goulburn irrigation demand 

 Goul18-
AdjFor30JuneNSavUrbsup0Base2M
okD.FDM_revised WLBLN.FDM 

(as per BDL model) Goulburn system demands 

 GunDem18.sf (as per BDL model)  

 mrb-wt-18.rdm (as per BDL model) Maryborough demands 

 TungDubsup-Bse2MokDec18.DM (as per BDL model) Tungamah demands 

Configuration 
/ Accounting 

0317def18.dm (as per BDL model) Murray supply deficit calculation 

 CapRunJ918-Suppl-WWC.SF (as per BDL model) Flows for long term cap targets 

 MdTarg18.Cap (as per BDL model) Cap Target data 

 MDBC18ForGSM.SF (as per BDL model) Murray accounting used for urban restrictions 

 MedJunWithoutMok.ri MedJunWithoutMok_WRP.ri Medium June end-storage volumes 

 Warlos18.sf (as per BDL model) Monthly unaccounted loss in Waranga Basin 
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Appendix J  Preliminary process  
MARCH 2019 (HPE Ref: D19/22746) 

Vic has updated its BDL & WRP REALM models and requested preliminary advice from the MDBA on the suitability of the revised model to meet Basin Plan 

requirements. When the Water Resource Plan is submitted, the MDBA process is to assess the method of take, including any change to the BDL, is carried 

out in accordance with published Position Statements (3C and 3D). Typically, the MDBA will seek confidence that the revised model is an improvement on 

the previous model used to develop the Basin Plan. 

Victoria has provided the updated models – BDL_V931 & WRP_Z933 – to the MDBA, including a suite of documentation outlining the model changes and 

improvements. The issues and advice provided by MDBA in the table below is provided “without prejudice” as the result of a preliminary review. A final 

assessment will be made when the WRP is submitted.  

# Change/Issue re: BDL/WRP 
models or reporting 

MDBA Comments Recommended action DEWLP response (or action taken to 
address) 

1 Use of TLM, W4R and IVT 
changed from full utilisation, 
to a utilisation level similar to 
irrigators 

MDBA agree with the change for TLM and 
IVT. However, for Water for River 
(immediate) use of full allocation should be 
modelled. 
Legacy IVT figures sourced from GMW do 
not agree with MDBA Cap Register – should 
be reconciled. 

Revise BDL/WRP models to 
apply full use of W4R 
water. 
Discuss reconciling Legacy 
IVT figures. 

Have looked further at the utilisation 
of Snowy entitlement, including 
seeking advice from GMW. Since it is 
subject to spill on a pro-rata basis 
when the system spills, it is not 
appropriate to assume full utilisation 
of this entitlement. Not proposing to 
change it, and hence no change to 
the models submitted 

2  Validation of model results 
needs explanation to improve 
transparency of PT method 

Predictive performance for diversions 
(specifically LRWS allocation) is poor over 
2010–2014. The modelled diversions over 
the validation period are also significantly 
higher than historical suggesting significant 
credits will be generated post-2019 

Document reasons for 
modelling approach 
adopted (i.e. Basin Plan 
10.12 matters) 

Will add a new section ‘Model 
performance post-2009’ to 
document reasons for differences 
between modelled and actual 
allocations. 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/policies-guidelines/water-resource-plans-tools-basin-state-governments
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# Change/Issue re: BDL/WRP 
models or reporting 

MDBA Comments Recommended action DEWLP response (or action taken to 
address) 

3 Losses in model have been 
revised, resulting in reduced 
loss in irrigation districts. This 
has been offset by higher 
supply to demand centers 
(through scaling of demands) 

Evidence/reasoning needs to be provided 
that the original calibration of the demands 
would still be valid, given the model changes 

Add further text/analysis to 
model documentation 
explaining why calibration 
is still valid 

As the BDL model has been 
improved with better loss 
information, additional water 
savings projects, and relevant 
calibration, the proposition that 
reduced loss has been offset by 
higher supply is not correct. Instead, 
the incorrect proportion of loss and 
supply would have been 
improved/corrected with better loss 
information and relevant calibration. 
Will add some text to reflect this in 
Section 2.3.1. 

4 The MDBA HEW database 
shows a HRWS of 470 ML for 
W4R in Loddon. This does not 
appear to be in the model. 

The HEW database has different split for the 
source of HRWS water purchase for TLM and 
W4R for Goulburn system – but the total 
volume agrees:  
HEW database: TLM 20 ML HRWS + W4R 
13,859.9 ML = 13,879.9ML (total) 
Model: TLM 5,559 ML + W4R 8,321 ML = 
13,880 ML (total) 

Add further text to model 
documentation to identify 
and explain difference, or 
else reconcile numbers  

As documented in baseline 
entitlement document, the 
entitlement numbers have been 
reconciled from BEs and Vic Water 
Register information relevant to 
2009, and have been checked and 
confirmed by our Water Register 
team and also GMW. We will change 
the relevant dot point in Section 
2.3.1 to make this more clear. 
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# Change/Issue re: BDL/WRP 
models or reporting 

MDBA Comments Recommended action DEWLP response (or action taken to 
address) 

5 Suggested items to add text 
about in the model 
documentation – ‘Hydrologic 
Models for Basin Plan 
Compliance in the Northern 
Victoria Water Resource Plan 
Area’ – to explain various 
minor changes to the model 
 
 

A. Documentation/explanation on changes 
to Cap adjustments: 

• TLM, W4R and IVT use updated based on 
modelled use 

• Has non modelled diversions estimate 
been updated – where do numbers 
come from? (Cap audit register? LTA 
over what period?) 

• Lake Mokoan changed from 17.2 to 17.5 

• adjustment for updated version Cap 
model (or reference source of 
information) 

B. Coliban demands have been changed 
from 1991/92 level to 1993/94 level(?). This 
change need to be included in list of changes 
from original to revised BDL model 
C. Parameterisation of new loss equations 
D. Generalised Accounting Module – 
overview of which settings/rules apply to 
which accounts 

Add further text to model 
documentation to explain 
rationale for changes and 
improve transparency etc.  

Add text to explain/document 
changes. 
 
A – add to Section 2.3.2 
B – add to Section 2.3.1 
C – as per response to Item 3 
D – include references to 
Generalised Accounting Model 
document and Baseline Entitlements 
document in Section 2.3.1 

6 The report – Verification of 
Entitlements in the GSM 
Baseline Diversion Limit Model 
– refers to supplement rules 
being ‘reviewed as part of 
verification of baseline rules’ 

Has this review been completed and have 
any changes been made to the supplement 
rules in the model? 

Clarify status in 
documentation 

The supplement rules were looked 
at, but not changed. We will update 
the Baseline Entitlements document 
to reflect this. 

7 Suggested reporting 
improvements in ‘Hydrologic 
Models for Basin Plan 
Compliance in the Northern 

Section 1.2 and 1.4 – Northern Victoria WRP 
area also include the Ovens, which is not 
modelled in GSM. 

Advise report states this Will make it clear in those sections 

Section 3.3 – The environmental water 
adjustment does not explicitly define 

Consider adopting 
approach in Section 5.1.2 

Internally discussed and will update 
the section as suggested, i.e. using 
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# Change/Issue re: BDL/WRP 
models or reporting 

MDBA Comments Recommended action DEWLP response (or action taken to 
address) 

Victoria Water Resource Plan 
Area’. 

adjustment for supply measures, efficiency 
measures or capture incomplete water 
recovery or trade. Further details are 
required.  

of final version of ‘Source 
Murray Model – Method 
for determining permitted 
take, MDBA technical 
report 2018/16’ as guide 
for post processing 
adjustments required in 
permitted take method. 

Section 5.1.2 of the SMM report as 
guide, but noting that there is need 
to work together to resolve technical 
details in the equation 

Section 3.3 – To demonstrate s.10.10(4) the 
numeric volume of the permitted take long-
term average diversion limit for regulated 
river (model and post-processing 
adjustment) is to be presented alongside the 
numeric value for the SDL, as at a point in 
time. Victoria can choose to reflect the SDL 
assuming full 62 GL/y of efficiency and 
supply for this demonstration, or reflect the 
SDL at point in time where 62 GL/y efficiency 
not yet achieved. This needs to be clear in 
the report. 

Clarify in report text which 
approach Vic will take and 
provide numeric SDL 
volumes for each SDL 
resource unit 

Will add text to Section 2.4 to make 
clear that the specified SDLs assume 
the full 62 GL efficiency measures 
are achieved by 2024. 
 
If required, make necessary changes 
in Section 3.3, following above 
update to the section using Section 
5.1.2 of the SMM report as guide 

Section 3.5 Table 9 10.12 (1)(a) - Comment 
does not reflect requirement to account for 
all classes of water access right 

Advise defining class of 
water access rights in the 
model as comment “form 
of take (a)” 

Expand the comment as “Form of 
take (a) – Take from regulated rivers 
(excluding basic rights) for classes of 
water access rights under bulk 
entitlement, environmental 
entitlement, water share and take 
and use licence” 
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Appendix K  Position Statement 3C Review 
This appendix table outlines the reviewer(s) assessment against the MDBA’s positions statement 3C, regarding methods for determining permitted take, 

which is published on the MDBA’s website. Note that the position statements are guidelines, not agreed to by State jurisdictions, that are used to formulate 

the MDBA’s views in a transparent manner. The assessment was carried out commensurate with the risks associated with the proposed method for 

determining permitted take, as outlined in the MDBA’s regulatory approach policy.  

Basin Plan Clause Assessment Criteria 
(and Guide Note #) 

Assessment Response 

Principle 
section 

Related 
sections 

Basin Plan Response 
Requirement 

Guide 
note  

# 

GUIDANCE NOTES / QUESTIONS and RESPONSES 
(Responses are below questions in blue font) 

S10.10 
  

ANNUAL DETERMINATIONS 
OF WATER PERMITTED TO 
BE TAKEN 

1 DOCUMENTATION AND MODEL OVERVIEW 

  s10.10(1) Is the method – for 
determining the maximum 
quantity of water that the 
plan permits to be taken for 
consumptive use during a 
water accounting period – a 
model? 

1.1 Has a complete model report been provided which documents all the matters necessary to allow peer 
review consistent with the Basin Plan and these evaluation criteria?  
 

Yes, Victoria has provided a suite of documentation associated with the permitted take method (GBCL 
REALM model), including material directly related to WRP development and operation, as well as model 
establishment and validation/assurance purposes. The key document for the review is the hydrologic 
‘model report’ (D19/23028), which outlines the determination of BDL, SDL and permitted take. The key 
documents considered by the reviewer: 

Method establishment and operation 
- DELWP (2019a), Hydrologic Models for Basin Plan Compliance in the Northern Victoria Water 

Resource Plan Area, April 2019 (HP Record D19/23028) – 28 pages 
- DELWP (2019b), Verification of Entitlements in the GSM Baseline Diversion Limit Model, Version 

4, April 2019 (HP Record D19/24206) – 39 pages 
- Jacobs (2018), Goulburn Simulation Model Annual Update of Inputs 2018, GSM annual update 

2017 - 18, prepared for Goulburn–Murray Water (HP Record D19/11176) – 239 pages 
 

The documentation submitted for the WRP does not extensively detail the operation of the model, 
instead relying on historical reports for credentials (as outlined against guide note 1.3). For example, no 
hydrology documentation or calibration information has been provided, primarily because no major re-
calibration of the model has been carried out singe the model was first developed. Victoria rely heavily 
on the historical development of the REALM model(s) and associated reports to prove the model is fit for 
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Basin Plan Clause Assessment Criteria 
(and Guide Note #) 

Assessment Response 

Principle 
section 

Related 
sections 

Basin Plan Response 
Requirement 

Guide 
note  

# 

GUIDANCE NOTES / QUESTIONS and RESPONSES 
(Responses are below questions in blue font) 

purpose. These documents together, provide a full picture of the model history, development, operation, 
and relationship to the permitted take method for GBCL.  

  S10.10(2) Does the WRP set out the 
method, for example, by 
reference to a model 
report? 

1.2 Has sufficient effort been directed to documentation? (i.e. is the model report readable and clear?)  
 

Yes, Victoria has directed sufficient effort to lay out the derivation of the method and the key 
components required for its operation in the model report. A preliminary assessment of Victoria’s 
documentation was carried out by MDBA in December 2018, and comments provided to Victoria for a 
response. Victoria has responded to MDBA’s preliminary assessment of the model with improvements to 
text as requested as a result of that assessment (D19/22746). The model report, and associated WRP 
package reports – such as the Baseline Entitlements Verification report – are readable and clear.   

      1.3 Where previous reports, including any peer reviews, are essential to evaluation of the model, have 
copies of these reports been provided? 
 

Yes, background reports were provided to the reviewer, or acquired internally, as part of a preliminary 
assessment of the GBCL model – this material does not form part of the WRP, but was provided to clarify 
model development history and details. A copy of the previous cap model report and associated review 
report was also available for reference. All the materials included: 

Technical reports 
- Manandhar U. and Seker M. (2016) Role of Consistent and Transparent Water Accounting 

Modelling for Sustainable Water Resource Management, Joint 56th New Zealand Hydrological 
Society, 37th Australian Hydrology and Water Resources Symposium and 7th IPENZ Rivers Group 
Conference, Queenstown, New Zealand, 28 November – 2 December 2016. 

- DSE (2012) Water Savings Protocol – Technical Manual for the Quantification of Water Savings 
in Irrigation Distribution Systems, Version 4, Department of Sustainability and Environment, 
Victoria, May 2012. 

- DSE (2011) Upgrade of Campaspe Valley Cap Model for Improved Measurement of Campaspe 
Irrigation Diversion Water Resources Division, Water Group, Department of Sustainability and 
Environment, Victoria, October 2011. 

Cap model 
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Basin Plan Clause Assessment Criteria 
(and Guide Note #) 

Assessment Response 

Principle 
section 

Related 
sections 

Basin Plan Response 
Requirement 

Guide 
note  

# 

GUIDANCE NOTES / QUESTIONS and RESPONSES 
(Responses are below questions in blue font) 

- Bewsher (2006) Goulburn/Broken/Loddon and Campaspe valleys, Independent Audit of Cap 
Model, prepared for the Murray–Darling Basin Commission, Bewsher Consulting Pty Ltd, 
December 2006. 

- DSE (2005) Goulburn Simulation Model - Calibration for the Murray–Darling Basin Cap, 
Department of Sustainability and Environment, Victoria, August 2005. 

Transition to Source 
- DELWP (2018), Victorian transition from REALM to Source, Strategy for completing the 

transition, Version 3.0 (HP Record D19/12507) – 26 pages   

      1.4 Is there a clear statement of objectives in the report? Do the objectives include use of the model to 
compute SDL(s) (and BDLs) consistent with Chapter 10 of the Basin Plan? 
 

Yes, the purpose of the report is clearly stated in section 1.2 of the model report. The stated purpose is 
to use hydrologic models to demonstrate long-term average diversion limits and annual permitted take. 
This is consistent with the requirements of Chapter 10 of the Basin Plan.  
The purpose statement in the report goes on to indicate that a method of scaling will be applied to the 
model result, to adjust for Basin Plan water recoveries and adjustments not included in the model.   

      1.5 In the model report, has the definition of SDL in Schedule 2 of the Basin Plan been correctly interpreted 
and documented? Where interpretations or assumptions have been made concerning the application of 
Schedule 3, have these been documented and are they appropriate? 
 

Yes, the SDL definition has been presented as BDL minus water recovery, though various adjustments 
may apply. The interpretation is appropriate as per Basin Plan Schedule 2, and SDL adjustments are 
recognised within the model report in section 3.3. Application of BDL conditions is development level at 
30 June 2009 as per Basin Plan, which is appropriate. 
A suite of assumptions concerning the interpretation of Schedule 3 have been included as Appendix A. 
The assumptions relate go to addressing uncertainty system configuration uncertainty, including 
constraints, water savings, and use of environmental water.  
The report lists a suite of system improvements to the BDL model to better align the model configuration 
with the system as at 30 June 2009. Victoria report that they have been advised on the majority of 
changes by Goulburn-Murray Water as appropriate. A preliminary assessment of these was carried out 
by MDBA, comments provided to Victoria, and Victoria responded appropriately (D19/22746). Some 
identified outstanding issues, such as legacy IVT volumes and Snowy (Water for Rivers) utilisation, will be 
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Basin Plan Clause Assessment Criteria 
(and Guide Note #) 

Assessment Response 

Principle 
section 

Related 
sections 

Basin Plan Response 
Requirement 

Guide 
note  

# 

GUIDANCE NOTES / QUESTIONS and RESPONSES 
(Responses are below questions in blue font) 

addressed in a future process on agreement between Victoria and MDBA. The final advice to the assessor 
(D19/24330) will note these issues.  

      1.6 Have the WRP area(s) and the SDL resource unit(s) to which the model has been applied been clearly and 
accurately defined? If the model is applied to only part of these area(s) or resource unit(s), have the 
areas of application been clearly defined?  
 

Yes, the report identifies the Northern Victoria WRP area as including Goulburn, Broken, Campaspe and 
Loddon surface water SDL resource units. The Ovens is considered part of the Vic Murray WRP, as per 
submitted Source Murray Model technical report, so will be covered as part of that 3C review. A simple 
map of the resources units with irrigation areas overlaid is also presented.  

  s10.10(3)
(a) 

s10.12(1)
(a) 

Has the model accounted 
for all forms of take from 
the SDL resource unit and all 
classes of water access 
right? 

1.7 Is there a clear statement, in the model report, which specifies the 'forms of take' that are included in the 
model and those which are not? Should other forms of take have been included in the model, given its 
coverage and application within the WRP(s)? 
Yes, the report clearly states that the only form of take covered is ‘take from regulated rivers (excluding 
under basic rights)’. This is the predominant form of take in all valleys, with a total adjusted SDL of 1,352 
GL/y as reported by Victoria. 
This statement is assisted by further information outlined in Appendix C of the WRP, which outlines the 
methods for each form of take (Table 6) for the GBCL SDL resource units. The other relevant forms of 
take, primarily take from a watercourse, will be a fixed number. Victoria argues that it is not cost 
effective to model it currently, given it is a very small proportion of the overall take, and will be subject 
to a 2 year review. Methods for determining permitted take for other forms of take are considered 
appropriately.  

  s10.10(2) Has the model been 
designed to be applied after 
the end of the relevant 
water accounting period, 
having regard to the water 
resources available during 
the period? 

1.8 Has the model report established that the model can be used to provide a practical and reliable method 
to determine the annual permitted take in a water accounting period (for the forms of take to which the 
model is applied)?  
 

Yes, the model report (and supplementary material) establish that the model can be updated and run 
every year to produce a permitted take estimate. The interim WRP model is set to produce annual 
diversions equal to the BDL under historical climate conditions, minus some known water recovery, as 
established in the model report.  
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Basin Plan Clause Assessment Criteria 
(and Guide Note #) 

Assessment Response 

Principle 
section 

Related 
sections 

Basin Plan Response 
Requirement 

Guide 
note  

# 

GUIDANCE NOTES / QUESTIONS and RESPONSES 
(Responses are below questions in blue font) 

Victoria have demonstrated, through provision of 2 model update reports, that they have a well-
established process for updating the model, typically using a consultant to do the work. 
 

MDBA raised predictive performance concerns regarding the model which Victoria have responded to as 
part of a preliminary review process (D19/22746), responding by improving their documentation and 
agreeing to the 2 year model review. The method proposed by Victoria is consistent the Murray method 
as advised by the MDBA.  

      1.9 If these models were independently reviewed (e.g. when the model was applied as a cap model), have 
the recommendations of these reviews been considered in formulating the SDL model? If not, have the 
reasons been documented and are they appropriate? 
 

Yes, independent recommendations have been taken into account as appropriate. The original Cap 
model was audited (Bewsher 2006) and accredited for use for Annual Cap Auditing. The recommendation 
of the auditor was that Victoria pursue the 3 improvements identified by the (then) DSE. Lake Mokoan is 
now considered in transition from Cap to BDL accounting, informed by modelling carried out over 2006–
2009, see tech reports 2007/03 & 2009/11. The reviewer’s current understanding is that the other 2 
issues are still outstanding – noting that the auditor found the monthly time-step to be an impediment. 
These issues can be revisited as part of the model review and subsequent daily time-step Source model 
implementation.   

      1.10 Have the diversion results been individually reported for each form of take simulated in the model? 
Where the model covers more than one surface water SDL resource unit, have the diversion results been 
reported for each SDL unit, and for each form of take simulated in the model? 
 

Yes. The model only represents ‘take from regulated rivers’. The diversion results for from the interim 
WRP model are reported in the model report, Table 8, as ‘Run L943’, representing the BDL’. The results 
are reported for each SDL unit and for the total for the form of take. The BDL’ and adjusted SDLs is 
reported for each SDL unit in Table 9.  

  s10.10(1) As per 10.10(1) above 1.11 Are the model report’s conclusions and recommendations reasonable and supported by evidence? 
 

The model reports’ conclusions are supported by information consistent with the WRP. A short-list of 
references also support their findings. The information presented is consistent with the current status of 
the water recovery effort and the SDL adjustment mechanism process. The report cites outstanding 
uncertainty associated with the remainder of Basin Plan implementation as a reason for their approach 
for the permitted take method, which is consistent with the Murray method – as advised by the MDBA.  
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Basin Plan Clause Assessment Criteria 
(and Guide Note #) 

Assessment Response 

Principle 
section 

Related 
sections 

Basin Plan Response 
Requirement 

Guide 
note  

# 

GUIDANCE NOTES / QUESTIONS and RESPONSES 
(Responses are below questions in blue font) 

 
  

S10.49 
  

BEST AVAILABLE 
INFORMATION 

2 DATA ANALYSIS 

  s10.49(1) Is the model based on the 
best available information?  

2.1 Have all relevant data been collected and analysed? (surface water, groundwater, land use, diversions, 
climate, etc) 
 

Yes, this is comprehensively outlined in the GSM annual update report provided by Victoria. This is 
primarily concerned with updating the model inputs each year, which are fundamental to the model 
operation and the operation of the permitted take method. In the model recent update, a suite of checks 
were performed including examining storage traces, demands, yearly input values, and recent historical 
data input (over 5 years). Water balance checks were also carried out. Primary data considered included 
rainfall, evaporation, temperature, storage levels, rating tables, PRIDE demands, streamflow and so 
forth. The reviewer considers the information used to be best available.  

      2.2 Has information on the spatial and temporal extent, together with the quality of the relevant data, been 
provided? 
 

Yes, the spatial and temporal extent of the model is sufficiently documented. The model runs on a 
monthly time-step from July 1891 to June 2018 inclusive (note: Vic report incorrectly says from Jan 
1981). Since the model was first developed in 1991 the extent of the model has been progressively 
modified and updated, extending or altering the spatial and temporal coverage. The interim WRP model 
covers the Goulburn-Broken, Loddon and Campaspe valleys, as well as Coliban urban system elements. 
Collectively the suite of reporting provided by Victoria outlines these details very well, along with 
provision of the model system file itself and model run results. The quality of the data is checked each 
year as outlined in the GSM annual update report.  

      2.3 Has the recorded diversion data (for the forms of take simulated in the model) been analysed and 
reported in sufficient detail to allow calibration/ validation of the model? Are the accuracy/ limitations of 
this diversion data adequately described? 
 

No, recorded diversion data has not been considered because the model has not been recalibrated. This 
issue was raised with Victoria, and agreement was made to a 2 year review. This issue is outstanding, in 
part, because of the pending transition to Source, in which Victoria must produce a new calibration using 
relevant diversion data. Further, validation would require consideration of the annualised water 
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Basin Plan Clause Assessment Criteria 
(and Guide Note #) 

Assessment Response 

Principle 
section 

Related 
sections 

Basin Plan Response 
Requirement 

Guide 
note  

# 

GUIDANCE NOTES / QUESTIONS and RESPONSES 
(Responses are below questions in blue font) 

recovery, environmental water use and trade. Victoria cite the outstanding implementation of the Basin 
Plan as inhibiting this task. 
The issue of the accuracy of the model was also raised with Victoria, who responded by added the 
section titled ‘Model performance post-2009’ to the model report. The accuracy of the model was 
previously determined as very good in the 2006 audit, but that accuracy is certainly now invalidated (see 
point 4.1).  

      2.4 In respect of the relevant surface water, groundwater and climatic data used in the model, has the 
process of infilling data gaps and extending data beyond the period of record been properly 
documented? Where these data extensions relied on separate modelling, has this modelling been 
documented and provided for review?  
 

Yes, the relevant data is laid out in significant detail in the annual GSM update report, including a section 
(7.3) devoted to the process of infilling and extending data. Typically GMW operational data was used to 
infill, along with some linear interpolations. No significant modelling has been used for infilling. All 
regression models equations used are listed in the report along with R2 values that look ok.  

      2.5 Has the process of infilling gaps and extending data been carried out appropriately? 
 

Yes, the GSM update report indicates the quality of data sought for infilling, noting that lower quality 
data was excluded. Also the priority of data type used for the infilling process, where verified and/or 
operational data was preferentially used over regressions. Other data checking was also carried out as 
quality assurance, by graphically overlaying the data onto previous results. 
It appears that historical data extension has occurred progressively over a number of model updates. For 
example, the Cap model report mentions that the model HYDROLOG was used to produce some inputs in 
2003. The reviewer is not aware of any historical data revision since Cap.   

      2.6 Have all locations been identified where recorded flow data already includes for upstream take (e.g. from 
runoff dams, groundwater usage or diversions from unregulated systems)? Have appropriate procedures 
been included to allow for this upstream take? 
 

Typically upstream effects are being lumped into the input file generation method. This is appropriate 
given this form of take is not being considered by this method. In this case a program called LOWSTATS is 
used to generate inflows from either of (or both of) 2 methods: – the combination of scaled gauged flows 
or water balances. The program, and parameters used to generate the data is well documented in the 
GSM update report.  
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S10.10 
S10.12 

  

ANNUAL DETERMINATIONS 
OF WATER PERMITTED TO 
BE TAKEN. 
MATTERS RELATING TO 
ACCOUNTING FOR WATER. 

3 MODEL STRUCTURE 

  s10.10(3)
(b) 

Is the model consistent with 
the other provisions of the 
water resource plan? 

3.1 Is there a clear description of the model structure and its spatial coverage? Is the model structure and 
coverage appropriate for SDL assessment? 
 

Yes, there is a clear description of the water supply systems in the reporting available on the model. 
However, Victoria rely heavily on historical material brought forward for the purposes of Cap, which 
contains the material describing the system and its spatial coverage. A schematic of the system (under 
Cap) is provided, and the model system file was provided to the reviewer.  
A full schematic of the interim WRP model would be a useful future addition, including highlighting of 
accounting ‘fans’ and their purpose (as per Appendix A of Wimmera model setup report). This would 
cater to audiences who cannot access the model system file.  
Changes made to the Cap model to produce the BDL’ model have been adequately outlined in the 
interim WRP model report material. The model structure and coverage is appropriate for SDL 
assessment.  

      3.2 Has a complete link-node diagram or other representation been provided to identify all the components 
of the model within each reach? 
 

As per response to note # 3.1, Victoria provided the model system file which contains a complete link-
node diagram, and the reviewer has access to Cap material and the WRP material which adequately 
describes the model components. It is recommended that a comprehensive node-link diagram be 
developed for the Source model reporting that Victoria will develop, as highlighted in the ‘transition plan’ 
material provided.  
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  S10.10(3)
(a) 

s10.12(1)
(b) 

(c)(d)(g)(
h)(i) 

s10.12(2) 
s10.12(3) 

Does the method account 
for all matters in s10.12 of 
the Basin Plan? 

3.3 Are all the system conceptualisations appropriate for a SDL model (and consistent with the WRP) when 
properly calibrated, including those required under Basin Plan s 10.12?  
This includes, but is not limited to, conceptualisation of: principle water inputs and outputs, flow routing, 
transmission losses/gains, storage operations, diversions for each form of take, permanent and 
temporary trade, water sharing rules, resource assessments, other management rules, procedures to 
manage HEW, carryover, return flows, water used for aquifer recharge and Is the model time step(s) 
appropriate? 
 

The primary features in the method, pertaining to ‘take from regulated rivers’, are accounted for in the 
model, and will be accompanied with annualised accounting measures to account for differences 
between full WRP implementation and the model representation. These are documented well in the 
interim WRP model report. The reviewer notes that the model operates at a monthly time-step, 
invalidating the need to account for a number of the review considerations. The reviewer considers that 
the issue of the time-step will be addressed as part of the Source transition plan. 
 

The model separately accounts for all the classes of water right in each SDL resource unit, and their 
allocation. Victoria have submitted a comprehensive report that details the verification of baseline 
entitlements in the model – ‘Verification in the GSM Baseline Diversion Limit Model (DELWP, 2019). 
Details are provided for High-Reliability and Low-Reliability water shares, supply by agreements, and 
Legacy exchange rate trade, Waterworks Districts and Urban Bulk Entitlements, and other minor 
entitlements. The update to Legacy IVT has been noted as a specific discrepancy with MDBA records 
which will be reviewed as part of the 2-year model review. 
 

GMW reconfiguration project works was added to the BDL to enable specific inclusion of water recovery 
once the Basin Plan implementation is certain, consistent with the Vic water savings protocol. This is a 
pragmatic step toward a fully reconciled WRP model. 
 

Policy and operating rule changes from baseline conditions are represented in the interim WRP model, 
including changes to carryover, and this is detailed in the model report. The modelling of allocation trade 
has not been considered in the model due to its complexity, but Victoria will address trade in annualised 
adjustments. The annualised accounting method proposed by Victoria, consistent with the proposed 
method for the Murray, in part will address end-of-system flow interaction with the Murray, but will 
require careful management so that no double-counting occurs. The proposed 2-year model review, 
agreed between Victoria and MDBA, will need to consider model ‘harmonisation’ to ensure consistency 
across the Murray tributary models.  
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  s10.12(1)
(e) 

Has the model accounted 
for water resources which 
have a significant 
hydrological connection to 
the water resources of the 
SDL resource unit? 

3.4 Where there are water resources with a significant hydrological connection to adjacent systems 
(including groundwater systems), has the structure of the model been prepared appropriately? If this 
inter-connection has not been simulated, has the likely impact on model results been assessed?  
Is the model appropriately structured to interface with other SDL models (surface water and 
groundwater), both upstream and downstream? 
Where the model interfaces with other SDL models (upstream and/or downstream) are the linkages to 
these other models clearly described and appropriately established? Have the upstream models been 
independently reviewed and accredited? 
 

As per above, a number of issues including all inter-connectivity issues have been agreed to be 
considered as part of 2 year model review. 
 

The model has not previously been configured to represent irrigation return flows or groundwater 
surface water interactions. However the vast majority of returns from these systems occur directly into 
the Murray (as a forcing in the Murray model) and interactions between these processes would be 
extremely difficult to harmonise.  
 

Victoria recognise the need to ensure model end-of-system flows are appropriate to enable the Murray 
model to operate as the Murray permitted take method – by submitting the Murray method report as 
part of the WRP package.  
 

Held Environmental Water recovery interactions with other valleys (TLM, Water for Rivers etc) is 
appropriately accounted for in the method, and is documented appropriately in the interim WRP model 
report. 
 

The reviewer notes the separate policy paper PS 2B deals with interpreting significant hydrological 
connection.  
Victoria’s WRP appears to consider risks associated with surface-groundwater interactivity to be between 
unregulated surface flows (comprehensive report p.888), which is not within the scope of this review, 
and the WRP appears to address associated risks in this context (WRP Action 8.9 etc).   

  s10.12(1)
(f) 

Has the model accounted 
for circumstances in which 
there is a change in the way 
water is taken or held under 
a water access right? 

3.5 Has the conceptualisation of held environmental water (i.e. managed by CEWH, TLM, VEWH, OEH, Water 
for Rivers and others, if any) been sufficiently described? Is this conceptualisation appropriate for this 
SDL model, when properly calibrated? 
 

Yes, Held Environmental Water entitlements are outlined in the Validation report, and Victoria will 
account for these primarily in the annualised accounting component of the method. This approach is 
consistent with the Murray method.  
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  s10.10(4) Does the model 
demonstration relates to 
the SDL of each resource 
unit in such a way that, if 
applied over a repeat of the 
historical climate conditions, 
it would result in meeting 
the SDL for the resource 
unit, including as amended 
under section 23B of the 
Act? 

3.6 Is the model flexible enough to demonstrate it will meet the SDL, including an adjusted SDL? Is a reason 
provided why, if this is not currently the case?  
 

The annualised accounting approach to considering adjustments to the SDL as part of the permitted take 
method accounting – hence not part of the model (and out of scope). An interim WRP model has been 
proposed, which does not yet specifically consider an adjusted SDL. The annualised accounting approach 
taken allows for the SDL to be adjusted. Victoria present a demonstration in Table 9 of the model report. 
The accounting to produce the SDL is consistent with the definition in Basin Plan Schedule 2. 
Victoria have indicated, over the course of this review, that their preferred modelling approach would be 
a fully reconciled model. Therefore the reviewer anticipated that a full WRP model will be configured as 
part of the 2024 reconcilement, once planning assumptions concerning SDL adjustment are known. 

  s10.10(4)
  

  3.7 Is the model operated over historical climate conditions consistent with the requirements of the Basin 
Plan, for each form of take simulated in the model?  
 

Yes, the accounting proposed by Victoria has been carried out over the 1895–2009 period. Model run 
period is longer (1891–2018), allowing for the accounting to be carried out over the Basin Plan period. 
The run period allows for an appropriate initial ‘warm-up’ period.  

S10.49 
  

BEST AVAILABLE 
INFORMATION 

4 CALIBRATION 

  s10.49(1) Is the model based on the 
best available information? 

4.1 Every model has different components that can be calibrated. These usually involve some or all of the 
following: flow calibration, storage calibration, diversion calibration and planted area calibration.  
For each of model components requiring calibration, has the calibration period been specified? Are the 
climatic and resource conditions over each of these calibration periods, described? Is the selection of 
these periods appropriate? 
 

There has been no substantial recalibration of the model(s) since the original Cap model(s) development, 
and cap calibration in 2005 – with the exception of a recalibration of Campaspe diversions in 2011.  
The 2005 cap calibration has been documented thoroughly, with calibration period specified as 1992-95.  
Major changes to the model(s) since that time – and changes to irrigator behaviour – will most certainly 
have invalidated the model calibration and reduced its predictive performance. This uncertainty will carry 
into the annual permitted take results and operation of the compliance mechanism. However it is worth 
noting that:  
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- Long term, the model output is still consistent with BDL/SDL, but predictive uncertainty may result 

in over-prediction of allocation in any year – and SDL compliance issues in following years (due to 

allocation variability) – if LRWS is over predicted; 

- The MDBA technical assessment (ref. 5) indicates model diversions are somewhat higher than 
actual diversions, suggesting significant credits may be generated post 2019. This somewhat offsets 
the risk of potential SDL compliance issues. This is not uncommon because a permitted take 
method should produce the take limit, not reflect actual conditions.  

- Victoria have acknowledged the poor model performance when operated post-2009, and have 
argued that this isolated period is not representative of long-term user behaviour. This is certainly 
possible, but does not negate the fact that only this limited effort has been made to reconsider 
model validity and predictive performance. 

MDBA believe despite these uncertainties, the method by which the model result was matched to the 
long-term limit allows the model to act, in the interim, as a fit-for-purpose basis for the permitted take 
method – pending completion of a proposed 2 year review.  

      4.2 Has sufficient effort been expended to obtain data for calibration of each model component? 
 

Addressed as per response to note #2.1 and #4.1 – data update report and associated process is 
comprehensive noting that calibration has not been carried out. Victoria have demonstrated knowledge 
of best available data. 

      4.3 Has the calibration 'fit' been documented for each model component requiring calibration? Have an 
appropriate range of statistics of the 'fit' and time series plots of observed and predicted values been 
provided? Have the model parameters that were 'forced' during each component of the calibration been 
documented? 
 

N/A – as per note #4.1. Given the interim nature of the current proposed method, Victoria has not 
carried out a proper assessment of model performance, other than to note issues raised by MDBA.  
 

A technical assessment of model performance was prepared by the MDBA to inform this review. The 
review shows the predictive performance of the model is good for hydrology and storages, but poor for 
diversions on short time scales. However, over the longer-term period the average diversion limit is 
reflected ok. Therefore there is some uncertainty regarding whether the limit will be accurately reflected 
in the first few years of WRP operation.   
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      4.4 Is each component of the model sufficiently calibrated against spatial and temporal observations? Are 
the calibrated values plausible and resultant 'fit' appropriate? 
 

N/A – as per note #4.1 and #4.3.   

      4.5 If the calibration components share a sufficient common period, has the overall calibration been 
reported? What is the quality of the resultant 'fit'? 
 

N/A – as per note #4.1 and #4.3.   

      4.6 Has the robustness of the model to operate outside the calibration period been considered? What is the 
robustness likely to be having regard to the variability of climatic and other factors during the calibration 
periods? 
 

N/A – as per note #4.1, calibration of the model has not been updated, meaning model does not 
represent WRP conditions, reflected in poor predictive performance of diversion limit on short time 
scales. Victoria have responded briefly to this issue in their model report.   

S10.49 
  

BEST AVAILABLE 
INFORMATION 

5 VERIFICATION/ TESTING 

  s10.49(1) Is the model based on the 
best available information? 

5.1 Where appropriate, have all reasonable avenues for verifying and testing the model been undertaken 
and documented? Alternatively if verification or testing has not been undertaken, have the reasons been 
documented and are they appropriate? 
 

Victoria have not carried out any assessment of model performance – citing reasons of interim nature of 
the model, 2-year proposed model review, and subsequent reconcilement with Basin Plan 
implementation. The reasons are acceptable, and consistent with Murray approach agreed between 
States and MDBA.  

      5.2 Have the climatic and resource conditions over the validation period, been described? Is the selection of 
this period appropriate and has its duration been maximised? 
 

No, as per note #5.1 – no validation has been carried out by Victoria. MDBA technical report shows 
operation over post-2009 validation period will likely result in significant credits generated over longer-
term time scales. There is uncertainty associated with operation of the model on short time-scales due to 
over-prediction of allocations in specific years where water availability is high. It is possible that this 
could lead to SDL compliance issues in the first few years of operation, although this risk is offset by 
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longer-term buffer, i.e. the use appears generally lower than limit on longer time scales. Victoria have 
acknowledged the shorter-term predictive performance issue.   

      5.3 Have the initial conditions for the validation been documented and appropriately set? Has the extent of 
any other 'forcing' been described and justified? If present is such 'forcing' appropriate. 
 

N/A – as per note #5.1  

      5.4 Have an appropriate range of statistics of the 'fit' and time- series plots of observed and predicted values 
been provided for all relevant model parameters? What is quality of the resultant 'fit'? 
 

N/A – as per note #5.1  

      5.5 For periods when the development limits are sufficiently similar to the historical infrastructure and 
management rules, has the model been run to compare annual take with the recorded take? Have these 
results been compared statistically? What is quality of the resultant 'fit' and what confidence can be 
placed in the resultant SDL (and annual take) determined by the model?  
 

N/A – as per note #5.1, no update to validation has occurred since 2005 cap model report. The cap model 
report shows good agreement with diversion levels set at 1992-95 levels. Bewsher (2006) review 
confirmed that predictive performance over this period is excellent. MDBA technical report confirmed 
predictive performance over pre-2009 conditions was also good. Victoria’s rationale for interim WRP 
method is derived from Cap model performance, and long-term accounting deductions to produce new 
BDL and subsequent SDL. The approach is appropriate for an interim method.  

S10.49 
  

BEST AVAILABLE 
INFORMATION 

6 PREDICTION 

  s10.49(1) Is the model based on the 
best available information? 

6.1 Has the procedure for establishing the initial conditions for a model run been described? Is this 
procedure appropriate? 
 

For the long-term model run, model files were provided to Victoria for validation. The initial storage 
volumes are based on the median storage volume for end of April (i.e. as per Cap conditions model run), 
and are consistently used for all current model scenarios, which is appropriate. 
 
For the permitted take method, yes, Victoria has outlined the procedure within the WRP (page 943) 
comprehensive report documentation. The interim WRP model initial conditions will be initialised with 

file:///C:/Users/ch2/Desktop/3C%20model%20evaluation%20criteria%20-%20Table.xlsx%23RANGE!A90
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recorded storage volumes at 30 June 2019, which is appropriate to allow the model to be run for the 
period thereafter.  

      6.2 Where the model relies on outputs provided by other SDL models, have the appropriate data sets been 
used? 
 

Victoria has documented the key linkages between the GBCL model and the Murray model, however this 
point will be addressed as part of reconciling all models with Basin Plan implementation. 
 

Victoria has demonstrated – over the course of the review – that it is keenly aware of the model 
interaction with the Murray which will be considered as part of the 2 year review. ‘Model harmonisation’ 
is the term being used to describe the task of ensuring consistency between the Murray model and 
tributary models including the GBCL model.  

      6.3 Has the BDL and SDL estimate (for each form of take) been compared with that estimated by the 
Authority when developing the Basin Plan in 2012? Are the reasons for the differences documented? Are 
the differences plausible? 
 

Yes, Victoria have laid out the comparisons between their BDL estimate and the Basin Plan BDL estimate 
(for take from regulated rivers). The differences are relatively minor, amounting to a total change of 1.4 
GL. The reasons for the change are accounting for differences in water recovery projects between Cap 
and BDL. Victoria noted some discrepancies identified by MDBA that will be picked up in the agreed 2-
year model review. 
 

Victoria’s uses their BDL estimate as a model scaling target (by altering modelled demands to attempt to 
produce the BDL estimate), achieving a modelled BDL result with a difference of 1.1 GL from the BDL 
estimate. This result amounts to a net 2.5 GL/y (0.1%) increase from the published Basin Plan estimate of 
1,765 GL for the combined GBCL.  

      6.4 Has a water balance been provided which defines the magnitudes of all principal model inputs and 
outputs? Has a satisfactory water balance been achieved? 
 

Victoria provided the results of the BDL’ model run to the reviewer, to enable a water balance to be 
constructed as part of the review – see MDBA technical report. The water balance result is consistent 
with the result presented by Victoria, and accounts for all inputs and outputs with minimal mass balance 
error.   
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S10.49 
  

BEST AVAILABLE 
INFORMATION 

7 SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES 

  s10.49(1) Is the model based on the 
best available information? 

7.1 Have the potential uncertainties in the model inputs been identified? Have the potential errors in the 
modelling processes been discussed? 
 

The data update report highlights all the data inputs to the model, how they are used in the model, the 
potential errors in the data, and uncertainties in methods to infill etc. This includes climatic data, ratings 
tables, storage data, and demand data. The report comprehensively identifies uncertainties with the data 
and its derivation through a process of checking the updated data with previous data sets. Some errors 
were rectified. The reviewer is of the view that the process is robust.  

      7.2 Have the potential uncertainties in the model outputs been estimated, and in particular, the simulated 
annual take and SDL? 
 

Victoria acknowledged uncertainties in modelling some projects that were still in progress, such as 
Goulburn-Murray Water Connections Project and New Goulburn Constraints, hence the proposed 
method of annualised accounting. They also note a suite of assumptions made where uncertainty exists. 
The proposed approach to the permitted take method is an appropriate means of addressing the interim 
uncertainty. 
Victoria noted post-2009 uncertainty in prediction of allocations, indicating that the period is not 
representative of longer-term behaviour. Some specific reasons noting changes to carryover are 
presented.  

S10.49 
  

BEST AVAILABLE 
INFORMATION 

8 MODEL IMPROVEMENTS 

  s10.49(1) Is the model based on the 
best available information? 

8.1 Where model development has been constrained by limitations in the available data, have these been 
identified? 
 

Yes, any limitations in the available data is identified in the data update report. For example, proposed 
methods of infilling missing data are listed and ranked. Data summaries and the methods used to 
compile the data are listed. Typically the model has had a lot of data available, so limitations are 
relatively minimal for such a model.  
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      8.2 Have the model's limitations been considered and has a potential list of improvements been prepared? 
Are these limitations and improvements appropriate? 
 

Yes, although the primary limitations identified are associated with planning assumptions. The 
improvements listed involve waiting for certainty surrounding these assumptions and Basin Plan 
implementation, so that WRP conditions can be better represented. 
No technical limitations have been discussed, given that no re-calibration has been carried out. More 
detail pertaining to uncertainty associated with loss accounting would be desirable.  

      8.3 Is it necessary to collect more data or obtain further information to improve the model? If so have these 
been documented and scheduled?  
 

The reviewer could not identify any further information that could reasonably be expected to be 
obtained to improve the model further. All model(s) include data limitations, and collection of data 
requires consideration of cost-benefit. 
Given the limitations regarding post-2009 irrigator behaviour, identified by Victoria, the most valuable 
information to acquire would be new irrigator demand/diversion behaviour to enable a new calibration 
to be carried out. This issue will likely be considered as part of the 2-year review.  

      8.4 Where any model improvements are considered essential within a specified timeframe, has this 
timeframe been documented? 
 

Yes, the aforementioned agreed 2-year review will address transition to a full WRP model, and all 
associated assumptions and limitations identified in this review. This is documented in the unaccredited 
text of the submitted WRP (index table page 13)  

S10.49 
  

BEST AVAILABLE 
INFORMATION 

9 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

  s10.49(1) Is the model based on the 
best available information? 

9.1 Has the model run number, the software version and all relevant model input been defined to enable the 
SDL model run to be repeated, at a later date, if required? 
 

Yes. Victoria has made available both the BDL model and the interim WRP model. The reviewer was 
successfully able to run the models and reproduce the result files. 
 

The BDL version of the run is 0935  
Simulation Label: 
BASED ON GOULU931.SYS FILE BDL AS OF MARCH 2019  
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RUN PERIOD FROM JULY 1891. NOW ADJUSTING DEMANDS TO GET TO BDL FIGURES. 
 

The interim WRP version of the model is L934 
Simulation Label: 
GOULI934.SYS WRP NOW SIMULATION TO START 7/1891 FOR WARM UP  
DEMS ADJTD. INCLUDE SWA+100 CARRYOVER+NRSWS 
+DESIRED CO+RECOVERY WM AND ELODD WWD-INTERIM WRP   

      9.2 Where the model relies on input data generated by other models, have sufficient details been provided 
to uniquely define those other models and their operating assumptions. Has the source and date of 
supply of those other models' results been documented? 
 

Yes, the data update report lists all the methods of data generation including details on the specification 
(parameterisation) files. No valley models input results into the GSM.  
 

The reviewer suggests a consolidated input derivation report (or a new manual as per 2005 manual) be 
considered part of the 2-year review in lead-up to 2024 reconcilement. This may depend on the status of 
the new Source model.  

S10.15 
  

DETERMINATION OF 
ACTUAL TAKE MUST BE 
SPECIFIED 

10 DETERMINATION OF ACTUAL TAKE 

  10.15(3) If the determination for any 
form of take is to be made 
by estimating the quantity 
of water actually taken, is 
the method for making the 
determination consistent 
with the method set out in 
the WRP in response to the 
requirement in s10.10(1)? 

 10.1 Not applicable as the consideration of use of the models for determination of ‘actual take’ is beyond the 
scope of this review. 

  10.15(4)(
a) 

Does the model 
demonstrate that the 
quantity of water taken 
includes water that was held 

10.2  Not applicable as the consideration of use of the models for determination of ‘actual take’ is beyond the 
scope of this review. 
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environmental water which 
was disposed of and then 
used in the SDL resource 
unit for consumptive use? 

  10.15(4)(
b) 

Does the model 
demonstrate that the 
quantity of water taken 
excludes water sourced 
from the Great Artesian 
Basin and released into and 
taken from a Basin water 
resource? 

 10.2 Not applicable as the consideration of use of the models for determination of ‘actual take’ is beyond the 
scope of this review. 
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